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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
It is with great satisfaction that I present the 2018 Sustainability Report:
for six years, this Report has been a tool that has allowed us to share our
strategic decisions and consequent operational activities with all of our stakeholders, with the aim of bringing together business priorities and social
sustainability.
The 2018 edition has also been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards, the main international references for reporting on corporate sustainability performance. The GRI Standards are
centred upon the materiality analysis, or rather the assessment of the aspects most relevant to HBG
Gaming Group in its relationships with its stakeholders.
2018 was another important year for our company. We quickly aligned ourselves with the digital
transformation taking place throughout our country. In fact, we’re witnessing extremely rapid changes, influenced by the development of major new technologies, with the stakeholders becoming
increasingly connected and interactive. HBG Gaming wants to lead the digital transformation in the
context in which it operates, and has decided to internally promote the three pillars of the digital
transformation itself (Operational Flexibility, Sustainable Innovation, and Management Excellence),
by applying them to its own operational model.
The innovative trends pervading our Private Companies and Public Administrations originated
with the “Europe 2020” Strategy, which lays out the European Union’s growth objectives for the
year 2020, and includes the construction of a Digital Society among its policies.
In light of the changes that will have an increasing impact upon the Public Administration, HBG
Gaming, as a State Licensee, intends to implement the requirements and the renewed methods of
exchange and control with the Public Administration in advance, because transparency and legality
are better guaranteed through the use of the new technologies.
By investing in the integrated and digitalised management of the company, HBG Gaming is
seizing the opportunity to streamline its procedures and processes, increase its internal efficiency,
and optimise its organisational aspects. In doing so, the Group has undertaken a series of measures
and projects aimed at modernising the organisation of the work activities, continuously improving
quality of life at the workplace, increasing professionalism, and disseminating a culture of excellent
conduct and practices among all of its employees and collaborators.
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Another central aspect of the year under review was the greater integration of the sustainability
strategy within the Company’s decision-making processes, in order to create sustainable value for
Shareholders and all the stakeholders. This policy will lead to the adoption of the ISO 26000:2010
Guidelines on Social Responsibility, and will reinforce the principle of Sustainability throughout the
Group’s entire organisation, with a Social Responsibility Governance framework structured based
on an integrated business approach.
Starting with this strategy, our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities have progressively focused upon several specific issues, including employee health, support for scientific research,
and new player protection solutions.
2018 also marked an important step in HBG Gaming Group’s growth and internationalisation. In
fact, during the month of June it obtained an online gaming license in Colombia with the Aqui-Juego brand. The agreement with the Colombian gaming authority, Coljuegos, and the subsequent
authorisation to operate, have allowed the Group gain access to the Latin American market, where
additional activities are already in the works.
The journey we have undertaken in recent years has taught us that the challenge of change is
won by focusing on Human Capital, and the development of our people remains one of our primary
objectives, which we will continue to pursue with determination. I would like to thank all of the
Group’s men and women, who, with commitment, enthusiasm and professionalism, have allowed us,
and will continue to allow us, to achieve increasingly important goals.

ANTONIO PORSIA
HBG Gaming President
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18
BINGO HALLS

24,032
NEWSLOT MACHINES
CONNECTED TO ITS OWN
TELEMATIC NETWORK

4,798
VLT INSTALLATION PERMITS

online gaming
BETTING, CASINO, SKILL GAMES,
HORSE-RACING AND VIRTUAL
BETTING THROUGH THE ONLINE
CHANNEL WWW.QUIGIOCO.IT

45
GAMING SHOPS

754
EMPLOYEES
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT
ON THE COMMUNITY

16,410 people
DIRECT, INDIRECT AND INDUCED EFFECT UPON EMPLOYMENT

€ 597.4 million
DIRECT, INDIRECT AND INDUCED
EFFECT UPON THE GDP

€149.5 million
CONTRIBUTO DIRETTO, INDIRETTO
DIRECT, INDIRECT AND INDUCED
EFFECT UPON SOCIAL SECURITY
AND TAX CONTRIBUTIONS

€ 567.5 million
TAX REVENUES DERIVING FROM
HBG GAMING GAMES
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THE STORY OF HBG GAMING
HBG Gaming’s milestones

HBG Gaming emerges on the gaming
market, and soon goes on to become
a major player in the management of
Bingo halls

Continues its successful trajectory
by being awarded the New Slot telematic network activation and management licence.

Acquires 42 licences to open establishments for sports, horse-racing,
and virtual betting.

HBG Gaming makes a dramatic entry onto the betting scene with
54 shops operating under the QuiGioco brand name.

2000
2003

Significantly increases its market
position in the Bingo sector with the
acquisition of Bingo Plus S.p.A.

2009

Launches the SmartGames.it portal,
which distributes new remote games,
including Skill Games, Poker and
Online Casino Games. Also in 2009,
HBG Gaming acquires the rights to
install and distribute 4,798 Video
Lottery terminals.

2015

Acquires 10 additional betting licences.

2004

2013

2016
2017

Through its subsidiary HBG Latam,
the Group gains access to the Latin-American gaming market by
obtaining an online gaming licence
in Colombia.

2018
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Acquires Napoli Bingo Srl. In addition
to the traditional entertainment-based game offering, HBG Gaming also
develops the HBG Pay product to
market payment services.
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CORPORATE STRUCTURE
HBG Gaming is one of the largest Italian companies in the arena of legal and
safe gaming, regulated by the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency
During the course of 2018, the company “HBG Latam Sas” was established under Colombian law
in order to further the development of the Group’s Betting and On Line Gaming Business Unit in
Colombia. HBG Latam Sas is 100% controlled by HBG Connex Spa.

HBG GAMING SRL
(HOLDING COMPANY )

100%

100%

HBG CONNEX SPA
(AWP & VLT BU)

HBG PAY SRL

100%

INNOVALIA SRL
100%

100%

HBG ENTERTAINMENT
SRL
(BINGO BU)

NAPOLI BINGO
SRL
(BINGO BU)

100%

HBG LATAM SAS
(ONLINE &
BETTING BU)

100%

HBG ACTIVE
SRL
(OTHER BUSINESS)

100%

HBG IMMOBILIARE SRL

BINGO
SEGMENT

100%
100%

CLOUDCODING SRL

HBG ON LINE GAMING SRL
(ONLINE & BETTING BU)

100%

CORE BUSINESS TARGET SEGMENT

G&G SRL

100%

BINGO VIP SRL
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In 2018, HBG Gaming's corporate structure consisted of:
HBG Gaming Srl: the Holding Company, with management and coordination functions of the companies that are part of it;
HBG Connex SpA: a licensee of the Amusement-with-Prize machines (AWP) telematic network, the
so-called New Slot and Video Lottery (VLT) machines;
HBG Entertainment Srl: a licensee company for the management of Bingo gaming;
Napoli Bingo Srl: a company belonging to the Bingo Business Unit;
HBG Active Srl: a Retail & Gaming Hall development company;
HBG On Line Gaming Srl: a licensee for the collection of sporting event, horse-racing and virtual bet
through Gaming Shops and for the collection of distance gaming;
HBG Latam Sas: a licensee company for online gaming in Colombia;
HBG Pay Srl: the company that develops the HBG Pay product for the marketing of telephone recharges, gaming and payment services;
HBG Immobiliare Srl: the owner of two properties instrumental to the management of the Group’s
Bingo Halls;
Innovalia Srl: a company dedicated to investing in and conducting corporate restructuring operations;
Cloudcoding Srl: ICT services;
G&G Srl: other businesses;
Bingo Vip Srl: in liquidation.
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BUSINESS AREAS
HBG Gaming has based its organisation on special Business Units that allow it to balance the needs
arising from each target market with the specific obligations associated with the licenses:
Bingo & Entertainment Business Unit (since 2001): this consists of the companies HBG Entertainment Srl and Napoli Bingo Srl, which together manage a total of 18 Bingo halls;
Gaming Machines Business Unit (since 2004): corresponds to HBG Connex SpA, a licensee for the
management of the AWP and VLT telecommunication network for Amusement-with-Prize (AWP)
and VLT equipment;
Online Gaming Business Unit (since 2018): corresponds to the previous On Line Gaming and Gaming Stores Business Units, which were merged to form a single Business Unit in February of 2018.
The 3 Business Units are joined by 7 Departments to ensure consistent management and contribution in the proper execution of the Company Mission.
Sales Director
Legal and Corporate Affairs
Administration, Finance and Control
IT Systems and Technologies
Organisation and Human Resources
Institutional Relations
231/01 Risks and Management Systems
The new developments with respect to last year are the establishment of the Institutional Relations
Department and the 231/01 Risks and Management Systems Department.
The purpose of the latter is to ensure that the company is managed in accordance with certified management systems, and to implement the policies and guidelines defined by the Governance Bodies
and the General Management. The Quality and Safety Department is part of the new management
framework.

HBG Gaming Group’s organisation is defined in the Policy RU_Policy01.
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ORGANISATIONAL CHART AS OF 31/3/2019

GENERAL MANAGER
GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO

S231/01 RISKS AND
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BARBARA COLUCCI

LEGAL AND
CORPORATE
AFFAIRS

ADMINISTRATION,
FINANCE AND CONTROL

ORGANISATION AND
HUMAN RESOURCES

IT SYSTEMS AND
TECHNOLOGIES

INSTITUTIONAL
RELATIONS

GIOVANNI TISCIONE

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO
A.I.

CARLO LABATE

EMMANUELE CANGIANELLI

CLAUDIO ALTOBELLI

SALES
MANAGEMENT

GAMING
MACHINES BU

BINGO &
ENTERTAINMENT BU

ONLINE BETTING
AND GAMING BU

GIUSEPPE SECCIA

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO A.I.

DAMIANO DE ROSA

MICHELE GRAIFF
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GOVERNANCE

HBG Gaming has always
placed particular focus
on the governance system,
with the aim of ensuring
the values of transparency,
responsibility, and
engagement in the conduct
of all its activities (which
remain the company's
defining principles).
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HBG Gaming Srl is organised according to the traditional model of governance, which is divided into:
The Shareholders’ Meeting, able to pass resolutions in ordinary and extraordinary sessions on matters attributed to it by law or under the Articles of Association;
The Board of Directors, vested with the broadest powers for the Company's management, with the
faculty to take all the appropriate measures to achieve the corporate purposes, excluding those that
the law and the Articles of Association reserve for the Shareholders' Meeting.
The Board of Directors is composed of three members, as follows:
• Dr. Antonio Porsia, Chairman;
• Dr. Salvatore Candido, Board Member;
• Dr. Giuseppe Calzolaio, Board Member;
Mr. Giuseppe Calzolaio also holds the role of General Manager.
Board of Auditors, who are responsible for:
a)	monitoring the company's compliance with the laws and the articles of association, and the principles of proper administration;
b)	ensuring the adequacy of the Company's organisational structure and internal auditing and administrative accounting systems, even with regard to the latter's reliability for correctly representing the management operations;
c)	ensuring the adequacy of the measures taken by the Subsidiaries in relation to the information
provided in order to fulfil their reporting requirements.
The Boards of Auditors are present within HBG Gaming Srl, HBG Connex SpA and HBG Entertainment Srl. The HBG Gaming Srl Board of Auditors is made up of three members, as follows:
• Dr. Giovanni Luca Cezza, Chairman
• Dr. Marco Tani, Statutory Auditor
• Dr. Paolo Omodeo Sale’, Statutory Auditor

17
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Dr. Ferdinando Lamanda and Dr. Daniele Di Paolo serve as Alternate Auditors. Independent Auditing Firm: as required by the applicable legislation, the auditing of all the companies’ accounts is
performed by an independent auditing firm registered with Consob and appointed by the Shareholders’ Meeting;
Deloitte & Touche SpA has been appointed as the independent auditing firm.
Supervisory Board (SB)
This is a body provided for by Italian Legislative Decree 231 of 2001, which regulates the administrative responsibility of bodies for crimes committed in their interest or to their advantage.
HBG Gaming established its own supervisory board in 2012 to monitor the effective compliance
with the principles outlined in the Corporate Code of Ethics in order for these to be translated into
daily behaviour in the performance of activities.
The members of the SB for HBG Gaming Srl, HBG Connex SpA and HBG On Line Gaming Srl are as
follows:
• Attorney Luigi Fischetti, Chairman
• Dr. Barbara Colucci
• Attorney Marco Moretti
The Supervisory Board of HBG Entertainment Srl is composed of:
• Attorney Luigi Fischetti, Chairman
• Dr. Barbara Colucci
• Attorney Geronimo Cardia
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SHAREHOLDERS’
MEETING

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

DR.
GIUSEPPE
CALZOLAIO

DR.
SALVATORE
CANDIDO

DR.
ANTONIO
PORSIA

DIRECTOR

CHAIRMAN

BOARD
MEMBER

BOARD OF
AUDITORS

EXTERNAL
AUDITING
COMPANY

SUPERVISORY
BOARD

HBG GAMING SRL

DR.
GIOVANNI LUCA
CEZZA

DELOITTE &
TOUCHE SPA

CHAIRMAN

DR.
PAOLO OMODEO
SALÈ
STATUTORY AUDITOR

DR.
GIUSEPPE
CALZOLAIO

HBG GAMING SRL
HBG CONNEX SPA
HBG ONLINE GAMING SRL

HBG
ENTERTAINMENT
SRL

DR.
LUIGI
FISCHETTI

DR.
LUIGI
FISCHETTI

CHAIRMAN

CHAIRMAN

DR.
BARBARA
COLUCCI

DR.
BARBARA
COLUCCI

DR.
MARCO
MORETTI

DR.
GERONIMO
CARDIA

GENERAL
MANAGER

DR.
MARCO TANI
STATUTORY AUDITOR
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THE CODE OF ETHICS
HBG Gaming HAS developed a group-wide Code of Ethics, whose adherence by all recipients is an
essential element for the efficiency, reliability and reputation of Group companies.
The Code has been adopted by all the administrative bodies of HBG Gaming Group and forms an integral part of the organisational, management and control models under Legislative Decree 231/01
adopted by the latter. It has been translated into English, posted on the institutional website, and
distributed to all new hires.
The Code identifies the following aspects:
• Recipients of the Code: directors, members of corporate bodies, management, employees, associates, consultants, suppliers, Business Partners.
• General ethical principles to which the Group aspires in the pursuit of all activities: Compliance
with the laws and regulations, Fairness and Honesty, Impartiality, Integrity and Transparency, Social Responsibility, and the Promotion of non-profit activities.
• Principles of conduct in business and relationships with third parties, including: anti-corruption obligations and proper management of gifts and donations, prohibiting conflicts of interest,
confidentiality of information and privacy, fairness and legality in relationships with public administration, conduct criteria in relationships with suppliers, trade-offs between quality and cost-effectiveness, and compliance with internal procedures, regulations and contracts.
• Principles of conduct in accounting activities characterised by fairness, respect of accounting
standards, truthfulness, timeliness and transparency.
• Principles of behaviour to be respected in using the Internet and information systems.
The Code places a particular emphasis upon employee relations. The assurance of organisational
well-being, the elimination of any causes that could give rise to staff conflicts and psychological
discomfort, meritocracy in career rewarding and career development, continuing education, safety
in the workplace, and the refusal of any kind of discrimination constitute, for HBG Gaming Group, a
way to enhance human capital as an essential resource for success.
Lastly, a section dedicated to the principles of conduct in the management of lawful gaming activities was introduced with the aim of providing the recipients of the Code with guidelines and
principles of conduct to be observed in the management of public games, to ensure compliance
with the prescribed industry laws and regulations and thus protect the player by ensuring legal and
responsible entertainment.
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ORGANISATIONAL MODEL 231/2001
The HBG Gaming Group companies have adopted an Organisational, Management and Control
Model to prevent and combat the commission of the crimes provided for in Decree 231 through a
structured system of procedures and the constant monitoring of the system’s proper implementation.
The organisational, management and control models pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/01 of Group
companies that have adhered to the law have been updated to include new offences and have been
published online and on the institutional site.
The HBG Entertainment Srl Model was approved in 2016, while the other 3 models (HBG Connex
SpA, HBG Gaming Srl and HBG On Line Gaming Srl) were approved and published on 24 February
2017.
The Code of Ethics and Behaviour forms an integral part of the Organisational, Management and
Control Model, and represents the tool that HBG Gaming employs to translate these values into
principles and behavioural rules to which everyone affiliated with the company adheres.

Training with regard to the Organisational Model 231
The 231/01 Risks and Management Systems Department has arranged for the provision of specific
training on the 231 Organisational Model for all new hires (including interns).
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MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
HBG GAMING’S MISSION
“To create safe, regulated and responsible entertainment with a positive impact on society”.

HBG GAMING’S VISION
“To become a leader in terms of quality of service and entertainment by developing talent and professional skills”.

HBG GAMING’S VALUES
Teamwork, Transparency and Respect are the values which HBG Gaming puts into Action every
single day.
TEAMWORK
• The company believes that participation, sharing and teamwork aid in personal growth: the team
is more than the sum of its components.
• It values innovation and professional and personal diversity, ensuring maximum results.
TRANSPARENCY
• The company operates in a manner that is consistent with the corporate values.
• It communicates with a clear and transparent approach, both internally and externally, promoting
a free and respectful exchange of information.
RESPECT
• HBG Gaming is committed to treating its customers, Business Partners and colleagues with respect, through behaviours inspired by a sense of responsibility and honesty.
• It operates in compliance with the current laws and the internal and external regulations, promoting and fostering a positive impact on the community.
ACTION
• HBG Gaming acts in a timely, proactive and swift manner, ensuring effective and efficient solutions for internal and external customers, as well as Business Partners.
• The entire team is always present and ready to take action to ensure the company’s internal and
external growth, with courage, passion and determination.
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QUALITY
AND CERTIFICATIONS
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• In 2009, HBG Gaming adopted a Quality Management
System certified according to the ISO 9001 International
Standard
• In 2017 HBG Gaming obtained ISO 27001:2013
Certification for its the Information Security Management
System
•	In 2018, HBG Gaming Group certified its Occupational
Health & Safety Management System according to the OHSAS
18001:2007 standard

ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Certification

The Group companies certified under the ISO 9001:2015 standard are the following:
• HBG Connex Spa which has obtained Certification for the “Network operational execution and
implementation for the telematic management of lawful gaming”
• HBG On Line Gaming Srl which has obtained the Certification for the “Design and provision of
functional services in the running of public games through a physical network of establishments”
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ASSESSMENT OF SERVICE QUALITY
For HBG Gaming, Customer satisfaction represents an important success factor, and is evaluated
by conducting an annual survey using a nominative questionnaire. The overall good results, which
were even better than the previous year, reveal the Company’s continuous pursuit of improvement
in offering assistance, support and high-quality services.

Assessment of the service quality provided to Gaming
Shop Managers in 2018
Subject of the survey: the satisfaction of the Gaming Shop Managers with regard to the services
provided in 2018, with particular emphasis upon the following aspects of the service:
1. Administrative procedure management times
2. Regulatory information
3. Staff competence and courtesy
4. Availability of contact persons
5. Telephone support

Sales support
via telephone
Administrative and regulatory
assistance via telephone
Schedule and quote
assistance via telephone

On-site training
Sales support
On-site visits

Product schedules and quotes

On-site monitor and TV support

100%

0%
6%
0%
6%
6%
12%
6%

18%

4,63

94%

4,44

88%

76%

18%
12%

71%

4,29
4,24

76%

18%

4,69

94%

82%

0%
12%
6%

On-site SNAI support

AVERAGE
SATISFACTION

0%
0%

4,24
4,18
3,94

Negative (completely disagree)
Uncertain
Positive (fully agree)

The average overall satisfaction is 4.4, which is equal to 88.2% of the maximum achievable score.
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Assessment of the service quality provided
to AWP Managers in 2018
Subject of the survey: the satisfaction of the AWP Managers with regard to the services provided
in 2018, with particular emphasis upon the following aspects of the service:
1. Administrative procedure management times
2. Regulatory information
3. Staff competence and courtesy
4. Availability of contact persons
5. Telephone support
AVERAGE
SATISFACTION

0%
Courtesy and helpfulnes 4%
of HBG Gaming staff
Telephone support
Customer Care
Telephone support
Skill and professionalism
of HBG Gaming staff
Availability of Customer
Care contact
Availability of
sales contact
Administrative procedure
management times
Availability of
administrative contact
Assistance in understanding
regulatory updates
Availability of regulatory
information

96%

0%
0%

100%

0%
4%

96%

0%
0%

100%

0%
8%
0%

92%
16%

92%

4%
8%

88%

0%

4%

24%

76%

16%

80%

4,64
4,60
4,60
4,44
4,40

84%

4%
4%

4,68

4,32
4,28
4,08
4,04

Negative (completely disagree)
Uncertain
Positive (fully agree)

The average overall satisfaction is 4.4, which is equal to 88.2% of the maximum achievable score.
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ISO 27001:2013 – Certification for the Information
Security Management System

In 2017, HBG Gaming reached a significant milestone by obtaining the ISO 27001:2013 Certification,
an international standard that aims to maintain the availability, confidentiality and integrity of the
processed information, including aspects relating to logical, physical, and organisational security.
HBG Connex SpA has obtained Certification for the “Operational management and support system
operation in the use of legal gaming devices with cash prizes: AWP (Amusement With Prizes) and
VLT (Video Lottery Terminal).” This certification attests to the high level of security of the platform,
and therefore the games offered to customers, ensures the confidentiality of the data, and offers an
improved guarantee of the continuity of services, through the reduction of computer risks.
HBG Gaming is always on the lookout for solutions capable of improving the company’s offering:
• Further improving the security level of the platforms, and therefore of the games offered to the
customers;
• Reinforcing the relationship of trust with its Stakeholders, through the adoption of increasingly
secure systems;
• Ensuring service continuity through the reduction of cyber risks and the consequent reduction of
negative impacts;
• Ensuring respect for privacy, in accordance with the national and European legislation;
• Distinguishing itself on its target market, creating added value.

HBG Gaming adheres to the European Digital Agenda, one of the 7 pillars of the “Europe 2020”
Strategy. The European Digital Agenda identifies the 8 fundamental actions, and by obtaining ISO
27001 Certification, HBG Gaming seeks to contribute to one of these “pillars”, namely trust and
cyber security.
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OHSAS 18001:2007 – Occupational Health & Safety Certification

In 2018, HBG Gaming obtained certification for its Occupational Health & Safety Management System according to the international standard BS OHSAS 18001:2007, for all the Group's Licensee
companies.
HBG Gaming is Italy's first Bingo Hall Licensee to have obtained this prestigious certification for
each of its Bingo Halls.
This is a fundamental aspect for the company, 60% of whose employees work at the Group’s 18
Bingo Halls, while at the same time serving as a driver for continuous improvement, with the aim of
creating work environments with high quality standards for both the customers and the employees.

DIGITISATION
As part of the ongoing digitisation processes, the documentation relating to the Quality
Management System and the Safety Management System has been rendered mostly paperless.

OTHER PROJECTS
Adoption of the ISO 26000:2010 Guidelines on Social Responsibility
AT the beginning of 2019, HBG Gaming began the process of adopting the ISO 26000 guidelines,
integrating Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability into the Group’s organisation as a
whole, in order to obtain a Governance of Social Responsibility framework that’s not limited to the
management of individual initiatives, but is structured according to an integrated approach to the
business.
The goal is to subject the organisation to assessment and to ensure compliance with the ISO
26000 standard by 2019.
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ECONOMIC
RESPONSIBILITY

ECONOMIC
AND SOCIAL IMPACT
ON THE COMMUNITY

HBG Gaming is one of the
main companies in the arena
of legal and safe gaming,
regulated by the Italian
Customs and Monopolies
Agency and it
generates significant
positive economic,
employment and fiscal
effects for the community
to which it belongs.
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The study, which was verified by Deloitte & Touche, highlights the overall impacts, taking into account not only the direct impacts, but those of an indirect and induced nature as well.
This economic impact assessment allows the new and increased wealth generated by the company
to be measured.
Overall, considering the direct, indirect and induced effects, in 2018 HBG Gaming contributed to the
community's well-being through the creation of 16,410 jobs and a contribution to the GDP (Gross
Domestic Product), or rather a total generated wealth, of € 597.4 million.
The Group's social security and tax contribution in 2018 amounted to € 149.5 million. This amount
is in addition to the tax levies on HBG Gaming's collections, which amounted to € 567.5 million.

In particular, considering only the direct impacts, HBG Gaming
Group created 754 jobs, contributed € 69.6 million to the GDP,
and paid € 13.7 million in social security and tax contributions.

With regard to the indirect impacts, the number of jobs created amounted to 13,421, with a GDP
contribution of € 470.5 million, and tax and social security contributions amounting to € 122.7
million.
Finally, the induced effects generated employment for 2,235 people, with an additional GDP contribution of € 57.3 million, and tax and social security contributions of € 13.1 million.
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EMPLOYMENT: DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND INDUCED IMPACTS
In total, as a sum of the direct, indirect and induced value, approximately 22 people were involved
in the value chain for every HBG Gaming Group employee.

754

13.421

2.235

Employees employed
directly by HBG Gaming
Group

Jobs indirectly created through
collaboration with Business Partners
and merchants

Induced employment
deriving from
household expenses

EMPLOYEES

PEOPLE

PEOPLE

16.410
PEOPLE

Direct, indirect and induced effect upon employment

GDP: DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND INDUCED IMPACTS
In total, as a sum of the direct, indirect and induced value, for every million Euros of GDP generated
by HBG Gaming Group, € 8.6 million in GDP were generated in the economy as a whole.

69,6
MILLION
EUROS

470,5

57,3

Indirect contribution
resulting from collaboration
with Business Partners and
merchants

Induced contribution
deriving from
household expenses

MILLION
EUROS

Direct contribution
of HBG Gaming Group

597,4
MILLION
EUROS

Direct, indirect and induced effect upon the GDP
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SOCIAL SECURITY AND TAX CONTRIBUTIONS:
DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND INDUCED IMPACTS
In total, as a sum of the direct, indirect and induced value, for every million Euros in contributions
generated by HBG Gaming Group, € 10.9 million in tax and social security contributions were generated in the economy as a whole.

13,7

122,7

MILLION
EUROS

13,1

MILLION
EUROS

Direct
contribution of
HBG Gaming Group

Indirect contribution resulting
from collaboration with
Business Partners and merchants

MILLION
EUROS

Induced contribution
deriving from
household expenses

149,5
MILLION
EUROS

Direct, indirect and induced effect upon social security
and tax contributions

If we add the tax levies
on HBG Gaming’s collections to its
total tax and social security
contributions, the total revenues for
the State amount to:

717

MILLION EUROS
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DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND INDUCED IMPACTS

x 8,6

EMPLOYMENT
(FTE)
DIRECT

13,7

69,6

754

149,5
x 10,9

597,4

x 21,8

16,410

GDP
(MILLION EUROS)

CONTRIBUTIONS
(MILLION EUROS)

TOTAL

METHODOLOGY
The analysis took into account the three fundamental socio-economic variables: employment, GDP
and tax and social security contributions.
The Group's business
generates a direct
contribution as a result
of the activities
themselves

The purchase of goods and
services from suppliers generates
an indirect contribution due to
the activation of the supply chain

The income provided to local
families generates an induced
contribution due to the
purchase of goods and
services by families

EMPLOYMENT
number of people
employed along
the value chain

GDP
represents the Added Value
generated

CONTRIBUTIONS
represents the total contributions
paid into the state’s coffers, or
rather taxes for the financial year
and social security contributions
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IMPACTS
The impact can be direct, indirect or induced

Related directly
to the company's
activities

DIRECT

INDIRECT

INDUCED

Generated by the
suppliers of goods and
services for activities
directly attributable
to HBG Gaming Group

Generated through the expenses
and consumption induced by the
direct and indirect impacts

THE IMPACTS OF HBG GAMING GROUP’S
ACTIVITIES ON THE DIGITISATION PROCESS
– THE CALCULATION OF THE SROI
SROI (Social Return On Investment) is an international methodology used for measuring the impacts generated by an organisation’s activities or by a specific project carried out by the same. It
measures change in ways that are relevant to the people and organisations that experience it or
contribute to it. It explains how the change came about by measuring its social, environmental and
economic outcomes, and by using monetary values to represent them.

INPUT

ACTIVITY

OUTPUT

Performance
measurement

OUTCOME

IMPACT

Change
measurement

The SROI analysis not only allows for a reliable and verifiable impact measurement to be obtained,
but also allows the resulting social benefits to be compared to the costs sustained to carry out the
activities, thus evaluated not only a project’s effectiveness, but also its efficiency.
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The objective is to apply the SROI methodology in order to analyse the social return on the digitisation investments made by HBG Gaming Group in 2018, and the activities carried out were divided
into five main phases.

Definition of the field of analysis
In 2015, HBG Gaming Group began the process of digitising its corporate processes and services,
with particular focus being placed upon the processes and services associated with the Human
Resources department. The analysis regarded the Digital Transformation project, and focused upon
the activities carried out within the scope of HBG Gaming Group’s activities during 2018 (from 1
January to 31 December).

Mapping and engagement of the stakeholders concerned
During the course of the analysis, the Group’s Executives, the HRO Department (Human Resources
and Organisation), the IT Department and the “administrative” staff, or rather those who make use
of personal computers on a daily basis, were identified as the main stakeholders.

EXECUTIVES

HRO
DEPARTMENT

IT DEPARTMENT

STAFF
WHO USE
COMPUTERS

Identification of the inputs and description of the main outputs
The inputs describe the stakeholders’ contribution to the activities analysed. For the purposes of
the analysis carried out, the identified inputs were the following:
a) the time spent on the Digital Transformation project by HBG Gaming resources (General Management, HRO Department, IT Department);
b) Digital infrastructure spending (HRO Department).
The outputs, on the other hand, consist of the quantitative summary of a considered activity (such
as the number of hours dedicated to the project by each stakeholder considered).
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Mapping of outcomes and their valuations
Measuring outcomes is a way to make sure that the change for the considered stakeholders is effective, and allows us to look at the initiative from a broader perspective, not only from that of those
who perform the activity.

Impact measurement and calculation of the SROI
For the purpose of calculating the impact, any deadweight effects (the extent to which a part of
the outcome would have occurred even if the activities had not taken place), attribution effects (the
extent to which a part of the outcome is attributable to the contribution of others) and drop-off effects (the duration of the outcome) were subtracted, and the impacts’ possible repercussions over
time were taken into consideration.
The results of the analysis showed that, thanks to the Digital Transformation project, HBG Gaming
Group generated a social return of € 1.60 for every Euro invested.

TOTAL INVESTMENT

TOTAL GENERATED

€ 394.117,00

€ 628.908,00

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

SROI

1€

1,6

1,60€

INPUT

VALUE
GENERATED

The investments in the digitisation of the HR processes in 2018 amounted
to € 205.914; this is in addition to an estimated cost of using the project’s
resources (dedicated hours) equal to € 188,203. The total investment in digitisation therefore amounted to € 394,117, with a total social return equivalent to € 628,908.
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ECONOMIC
RESULTS

In 2018 HBG Gaming Group
collected € 4,627 million,
for a market share on the
Italian regulated gaming
market of 4.3%.
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The Group's revenues amounted to € 399 million, with an EBIT equal to €
19.6 million, for an increase of 42%, resulting in a profit for the year of € 13.9
million.

PRIMARY GROUP DATA
2018

2017

VARIATION %

398,644

418,168

-5%

Operating Profit (EBIT)

19,575

13,816

42%

Profit prior to Taxes

21,286

10,375

105%

7,418

6,509

14%

13,868

3,866

259%

DATA IN THOUSANDS OF EUROS

Revenues

Income Tax for the Year
Profit for the financial year
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TAX CONTRIBUTIONS

In 2018 the volume of the
bets made (collections)
in Italy was € 106.422
billion, an increase of
€ 4.669 billion compared
to 2017 (+ 4.59%), thus
generating tax revenues
of € 10.352 billion*
							
*including licensing fees
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Actual player expenditure was € 19.163 billion. In order to obtain this figure,
the total amount of winnings disbursed, amounting to € 87.259 billion, must
be subtracted from the collections; the winnings increases by € 4.497 billion
compared to 2017.

BREAKDOWN OF HBG GAMING’S COLLECTIONS IN 2018
TOTAL
COLLECTION

WINNIN

TAXES*

COMPENSATION
FOR THE REST
OF THE CHAIN

HBG GAMING

4,524.5

3,586.0

567.5

273.7

97.3

*Including licensing fees

At the market level, the winnings with respect to the collections, was equal to 81.99%; 9.73% went
to the Tax Authorities (including fees) and 8.28 % went to the gaming supply chain (licensee companies, operators and merchants), a value that has been constantly decreasing with respect to previous years (9.03% in 2017, 9.37% in 2016, 10.23% in 2015, 10.61% in 2014).
The tax revenues derived from gaming amounted to € 10,352 million in 2018, which was largely
consistent with the € 10,586 million recorded in 2017 (-2.2%), and was € 276 million more than 2016
(+2.7%) and € 2,280 million more than 2015 (+28.2%).
HBG Gaming Group managed € 4,524.5 million in collections, with total winnings disbursed
amounting to € 3,586.0 million, equal to 79.26% of collections.

2,15%
6,05%

79,26%

12,54%

WINNINGS
TAXES
COMPENSATION FOR THE REST
OF THE CHAIN
HBG GAMING CHAIN

Applicable taxes amounted to € 567.5 million (12.54% of collections), net remuneration for the Group’s companies equalled € 97.3 million (2.15% of collections) and the rest of the chain (subjects in charge of collections)
recorded an amount of € 273.7 million (6.05%).
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THE CREATION
OF WEALTH AND
ITS DISTRIBUTION

The Added Value
is, the portion of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP)
generated by HBG Gaming.
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The Total Gross Added Value is the wealth generated by the Company, including depreciation, and was equal to € 69.639 million in 2018, as opposed
to € 58.183 million in 2017.
The Total Net Added Value amounted to € 53.689 million, for an increase of 26.4% with respect to
2017, 30% with respect to 2016, and 53% with respect to 2015.
The breakdown of the added value among the company’s various Stakeholders was as follows:
• 56.36% went to Staff Remuneration;
• 13.82% went to taxes;
• 3.24% was for financial charges and write-downs;
• There was no dividend distribution to Shareholders for which risk capital was not remunerated;
• The Company’s remuneration, completely reinvested, was 25.83%;
• 0.75% went to transfers to the Community.

Production of added value
2018

%

2017

%

Operating revenue

398,644

100.0%

418,168

100.0%

Revenues from sales and services

389,364

414,242

9,280

3,926

DATA IN THOUSANDS OF EUROS

Other revenues and income
Operating costs
For raw materials, consumables, supplies
and merchandise
For services
For use of third party assets

329,708

Characteristic added value

361,998

2,379

2,115

314,382

348,399

4,932

4,599

1,235

1,250

6,780

5,635

Allocations
Other operating charges

82.7%

68,936

Net financial income

17.3%

703

Total gross added value

69,639

Depreciation and impairment

15,950

Total net added value

53,689
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56,170

86.6%

13.4%

2,013
17.5%

58,183

13.9%

15,694
13.5%

42,489

10.2%
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Distribution of added value
2018

%

2017

%

Staff remuneration

30,260

56.36%

29,804

70.15%

Personnel costs

28,622

28,158

Severance indemnity and pension

1,638

1,646

Remuneration of the pub. Admin.

7,418

Taxes

7,418

Loan capital remuneration

1,741

Expenses for long-term
and short-term assets

1,741

DATA IN THOUSANDS OF EUROS

Risk capital remuneration

13.82%

6,509
6,509

3.24%

1,960

-

Company remuneration

13,868

Retained earnings

13,868

0.00%
-

25.83%

3,866

402

Local taxes and fees

309

60

93

290

Total net added value

53,689
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9.10%

3,866

Transfers to the community

Donations and sponsorships

4.61%

1,960
0.00%

Distributed earnings

15.32%

0.75%

100.00%

350

42,489

0.82%

100.00%
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03

THE GAMING
MARKET

THE GAMING MARKET
IN ITALY

In 2018 the Italian GDP
increased by about 0.9%,
family consumption by 0.6%,
and player spending by 0.9%,
and the NGR (net gaming
revenues) decreased
by 0.82%.
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Based on the internal calculations, the overall gaming collections
in 2018 amounted to € 106,422 million, as opposed to € 101,753
million in 2017, for an increase of +4.59%, or € 4,669 million.

NUMBER OF DEALERS/PERMITS
GAMING CATEGORY

NUMBER OF LICENSES

Gaming based on sporting events and horse-racing
Online Gaming (Remote Gaming) Licenses

225
89

Paragraph 6A and 6B devices

11

Bingo halls

202

Totaliser number games

1

Lotto and lottery

1
Source: 2017 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency
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GAMING WITH CASH PRIZES SECTOR
DIRECT EMPLOYEES
IN THE GAMING SECTOR

POINTS OF SALE
- PHYSICAL NETWORK

SECTOR COMPANIES
(INCLUDING HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE MANUFACTURERS,
TOBACCO SHOPS AND
OUTLETS)

200,000

180,000

PEOPLE EMPLOYED
BY THE INDUSTRYO

76

ONLINE OPERATORS
ACTIVE IN ITALY

95,800

150,000

106,422
PPERCENTAGE
OF WINNINGS

82%
19,163

BILLIONS OF EUROS
- COLLECTIONS FOR THE TAX
AUTHORITIES*

MILLIONS IN EURO
- TOTAL COLLECTIONS
FOR THE SECTOR

10.352

Source:White Paper on Public Gaming created by ACADI;
Online Gaming Observatory;
Thematic Focus no. 6/2018 upB - Internal calculations
* including licensing fees
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MILLIONS OF EUROS
- NET PLAYER EXPENDITURE
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NATIONAL GAMING VOLUME SUMMARY
COLLECTION

WINNINGS

PLAYER

ERARIO

GAME

EXPENDITURE

TAXES

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

AWP

25,429

24,062

17,843

16,894

7,587

7,168

4,709

4,593

140

156

n.a.

n.a.

140

156

11

12

23,517

24,534

20,672

21,571

2,845

2,963

1,373

1,493

Betting Exchange

1,130

1,130

1,124

1,124

6

6

1

1

Bingo

1,619

1,634

1,140

1,151

478

483

187

172

Card games not
organised as
tournaments and
games of chance
with fixed odds

16,310

19,759

15,741

19,049

569

710

114

142

Poker Cash

2,520

2,274

2,449

2,209

70

65

14

13

924

933

841

852

83

81

17

17

Lotto

7,481

7,980

5,058

5,437

2,423

2,543

1,277

1,426

Totaliser number
games

1,526

1,523

907

911

619

612

434

433

Games based on
horse-racing

553

541

401

401

152

140

26

22

Games based on
sporting events

9,976

10,902

8,630

9,413

1,346

1,489

269

297

Lotteries

9,110

9,250

6,672

6,769

2,438

2,481

1,328

1,380

Virtual betting

1,517

1,744

1,282

1,478

234

266

47
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101,753

106,422

82,762

87,259

18,990

19,163

9,806

10,054

Paragraph 7
VLT

Tournament

TOTAL

Source: 2017 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency
Year 2017 Organisation, Activity and Statistics; Internal calculations based on data from the Italian
Customs Agency Data in millions of Euros | Note Comma 7 winnings are non-cash rewards

The description and quantification of the phenomenon of legal gaming in Italy generally relies upon
the following definitions:
Collections: the total amount of bets made by the community of players;
Expenditure: corresponds to the actual expenditures of the players. This is given by the difference
between the “Collections” and “Winnings”, and corresponds to the supply chain’s net “Revenues”
(after Taxes);
Taxes: the total amount of taxes paid to the tax authorities;
Winnings: the total of the amounts won by the players.
ADM Blue Book 2017
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BREAKDOWN OF THE 2018 COLLECTIONS

9.4%
8.6%
82.0%
WINNINGS
OPERATORS
TAXES
Source: Internal calculations based on Italian Customs Agency data

PLAYER EXPENDITURE
GAME

2018 (DATA IN MILLIONS OF EUROS)

AWP

7,168

Paragraph 7

156

VLT

2,963

Betting Exchange

6

Bingo

483

Card games not organised as tournaments and games
of chance with fixed odds

710

Poker Cash

65

Tournament

81

Lotto

2,543

Totaliser number games

612

Games based on horse-racing

140

Games based on sporting events

1,489

Lotteries

2,481

Virtual betting

266

TOTAL

19,163

Source: Internal calculations		
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Expenditure is the actual cost for the players, considering that a part of the collection is returned to
the players in the form of winnings.
In absolute terms, the actual gaming expenditure between 2012 and 2018 changed very little: €
18.30 billion in 2012, € 19.16 billion in 2018, due to the increase in payouts.
In terms of percentage, on the other hand, it decreased: in 2012 the actual cost was € 0.21 for each
Euro played, while in 2018 this value dropped to € 0.18.
The player expenditure is divided among:
• The State in the form of taxes;
• The licensees entrusted with the gaming offering;
• Other subjects authorised to offer gaming products.
Between 2015 and 2018, the actual expenditure for taxes to the Tax Authorities increased, from
47.2% to 52.5%.
The remaining portion, 47.5% in 2018, is destined for all the subjects who manage regulated gaming
activities.

2015-2018 BREAKDOWN OF EXPENDITURE BETWEEN THE
TAX AUTHORITIES* AND GAMING OPERATORS (IN %)
2015

2016

2017

2018

Tax authorities

52.8%

51.6%

52.5%

52.5%

Gaming operators

47.2%

48.4%

47.5%

47.5%

Taken from the 2017 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency; Internal calculations
*excluding licensing fees
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TAX REVENUE*
GAMING

2018 (data in millions of Euros)

AWP

4,593

Paragraph 7

12

VLT

1,493

Betting Exchange

1

Bingo

172

Card games not organised
as tournaments

142

Poker Cash

13

Tournament

17

Lotto

1,426

Totaliser number games

433

Games based on horse-racing

22

Games based on sports

297

Lottery

1,380

Virtual Betting

53

TOTAL

10,054

Source: Internal calculations
*excluding licensing fees

THE GAMING SECTOR IN ITALY
“Public games” are products regulated by legal or administrative rules, which, upon the payment of
cash amounts, allow players to win cash prizes through participation in random, skill, or prediction
games (bets).

Gaming and betting are economic activities consisting of the provision of
services, and are reserved, by law, for the State (Italian Legislative Decree
no. no. 496 of 14 April 1948, art. 1) and entrusted to the Ministry of Economy
and Finance, which in turn operates through the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency (which has been merged with the Monopolies Division that
regulates the Italian public gaming sector).
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The regulation of public games has constitutional foundations:
• under article 32, recognising the provision of a regulated and controlled product, but above all,
the prevention of pathological gambling disorder, to be implemented through targeted regulatory
measures as components of the right to health;
• under articles 41 and 43, which bans cash games from being exercised through private economic
initiative, allowing them only to be exercised with specific licenses or permits by subjects who
meet the predefined and continuously updated requirements of the sector’s regulations;
• under art. 117, paragraph 2, subsection h), with the aim of protecting all consumers of games with
cash prizes, from the standpoint of safety and public order.
ACADI – PUBLIC GAMING REPORT: MARKET AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT

GAMING MARKET TREND
The total collections have increased by 4.6%
The value of the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) was positive from 2014 to 2018, equal to
5.9% (increasing from € 84.5 billion in 2014 to € 106.4 billion in 2018).
Following the increase recorded from 2014 to 2016, the Gaming Machines (GM) decreased slightly
once again, but nevertheless recorded a positive CAGR of +0.9% from 2014 to 2018, with the leadership of these devices nevertheless being confirmed in terms of absolute values, as they amounted
to 45.8% of the entire market's total collections in 2018.
Remote gaming has continued to grow in recent years with the introduction of new games and the
progressive legalisation of new operators, who previously operated offshore. The decline in Poker
Cash (-12% compared to 2017) and the tournament games has been offset by a considerable increase in the online Casino (+21% compared to 2017), which has led to substantial growth in the entire
remote gaming segment.
The impact of sports betting was also positive (+9% with respect to 2017), and was driven by online
betting (+26% with respect to 2017), which brought the segment’s CAGR value of the past 5 years
to +27%.
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GAL GAMING
IN ITALY

“Public games” are
products regulated by
legal or administrative
rules, which, upon the
payment of cash amounts,
allow players to win cash
prizes through participation
in random, skill, or prediction
games (bets).
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Like much of the world, the regulated market of games with cash prizes in
Italy has come to play a central role in public policy, thus resulting in a progressive shift in demand from the illegal market to the legal and controlled
market. In fact, the increase in gaming volumes has resulted from strategies
aimed at effectively combating illegal gaming (which would otherwise be
rampant and uncontrolled), protecting consumers, and directing the tax
revenues derived from the fight against illegal gaming towards public utility
purposes.
In terms of both the products distributed through the network of points of sale and the remote gaming component, Italy’s portfolio of public games with cash prizes can be considered to be among
the most comprehensive and well-balanced on an international scale.
Over time, the availability of a broad, competitive and attractive range of legal gaming options, in
contrast to the illegal market, has led to a progressive shift of the gaming demand towards the regulated channels, with the consequent migration of the players towards secure and controlled circuits.
By continuously combating illegal gaming, the public policies in the sector have essentially ensured
the recovery of resources that previously fuelled the activities of criminal organisations. The resources generated through cash gaming have been transformed into benefits for many of the regulated
gaming industry’s internal and external stakeholders, thus generating value for the national community in the form of tangible elements, including:
• tax revenues generated through the tax system, which are not only used to meet the various needs of the public budget, but are also used to support social and economic policies designed to
improve the lives of citizens;
• the associated business activities, and the remuneration for the workers employed in the regulated gaming industry (on both a centralised and local basis, and in both the private and public
sectors);
• spending on goods and services, even outside the strictly measured market, or rather on resources for the various companies that make up the industry (machine and component manufacturers, technology suppliers, telecommunications companies, control and certification services,
food services, etc.);
• the creation of an extensive organisational and telematic infrastructure, developed and managed
on a licensing basis, which allows for the control of the distribution and of the individual products
offered to the public, and therefore of the prevention solutions that can be effectively implemented.
These are also accompanied by a series of intangible elements, including:
• the presence of a gaming offering guided by specific and transparent rules;
• the growth of safe entertainment opportunities for consumers;
• increased value of the companies within and associated with the sector;
• the creation of a relevant, constant and detailed information package to combat various forms of
criminal activity (anti-money laundering, traceability of financial flows, prevention of match fixing
in sports betting).
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LEGAL GAMING VS ILLEGAL GAMING:
20 YEARS OF COMPETITION
During the first fifty years of the Italian Republic, the demand for gaming was concentrated among
lotteries, horse racing, and sports wagers; in the early 2000s, new products arose in the field of
games with cash prizes (namely sports betting and automated gaming machines), which, already
being widespread among consumers, were completely devoid of product and distribution regulations.
The actions aimed at combating illegal (and unregulated) games with cash prizes began in 1998, the
year in which the first sports betting regulations were introduced. These regulations expanded the
scope of the games managed by the State (the so-called lotteries) to include new entertainment
products, which in the meantime had established themselves on the market in unregulated forms.
This action led to subsequent regulations focusing upon various product segments based on their
relevance in terms of consumption within unregulated contexts. The public administration took over
the management of these new segments following various technical analyses, governmental and
parliamentary evaluations, and technical regulation projects subject to EU disclosure procedures.
This institutional strategy progressively led to the regulation of almost all games with cash prizes
already present on the Italian market (but in an illegal form), while at the same time aligning the
distribution networks with the issuance of licenses, and progressively increasing their numbers in
order to cope with the size of the “real” markets, or rather to temper the licensing constraints with
those of the competition among the operators present on the regulated markets.
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The evolution of the legal framework governing regulated gaming
products
PRODUCTS

1998

Fixed odds sports betting

2000

Bingo Gaming

DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

Expansion of the sports betting and
horse-racing distribution network
Sports betting

2001

Bingo Hall Licenses

2004

AWP

AWP telematic network licenses

2005

BIG Bets, Totaliser Horse Racing

Horse betting

2006

Ancillary games Lotto
and Superenalottoo

Instant lotteries
Expansion of sports betting and
horse-racing licenses
Issuance of new remote gaming
licenses

2008

Tournament Poker, Live Betting

Totaliser sports betting from remote

2009

Skill games

National totaliser number games
Remote Bingo

2010

VLT, New Lotto Formulas

Specialised VLT Network

2011

Poker cash, Remote Casino games,
Bingo

Issuance of new remote gaming
licenses
ance of new AWP and VLT
management concessions licenses

2012

Slot

Expansion of sports betting and
horse racing licenses

2013

Betting on virtual events

Fixed odds number games

2014

Betting exchange

2015

Pardoning of unlicensed
betting points

2016

Pardoning of unlicensed
betting points

In retail
Remote
Both in retail and remotely
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THE KEY ROLE OF THE LICENSEE
The Licensees play a key role in implementing the social and economic policies regarding games
with cash prizes.
According to the current Italian regulatory framework, the licensee plays a central role in the public
gaming system’s operating model, and is vested with specific responsibilities derived directly from
the State’s various objectives. The State’s main objectives can be summarised as follows:
• to guarantee conditions of legality in performing collection and financial management activities;
• to ensure the necessary protection and assistance for players;
• to minimise the negative aspects associated with gaming (in terms of public order, such as criminal infiltration, and social problems, such as gambling addictions and underage gambling);
• to promote the complete emergence of any gaming still managed in an illicit manner;
• to optimise the tax revenues obtained.
The performance of the assigned functions is described in detail in the license agreements and the
related documents.
The conditions of engagement for private operators to operate on the regulated market consist of:
• the availability of a wide range of regulated products, proportionate to the actual demand and
capable of adapting to the technological changes in consumption, that can be offered throughout
Italy;
• profitability conditions adequate for the initial investments and the investments for managing the
businesses requiring licenses or permits (conditions that are above all influenced by the level of
direct taxation on the products sold and by licensing costs).
The licensee is required to carry out complex compliance activities: in addition to the specific obligations envisaged for the individual products and items with which they are entrusted, the management of public gaming by licensees always entails full compliance with the legislation concerning
anti-mafia documentation, the establishment and implementation of player/consumer protection
measures, privacy protection, anti-money laundering procedures, and the verification of financial
flows.
The licensee also plays a fundamental role in pursuing two major social objectives, namely the oversight of legal gaming via the protection of public order and the verification of the gaming-related
financial flows, and the protection and safety of players/consumers.
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The responsible gaming measures adopted by the Licensees concern:
• the protection of minors through access control;
• the safety of the gaming activities and the relative environments;
• employee training;
• the training of the gaming distribution network’s operators;
• player education and awareness regarding the risk of gambling addiction;
• the conduct of studies and research aimed at analysing players and gaming risks;
• player assistance in the case of difficulties, through help-line services specialising in offering
support to problem gamblers.

THE BENEFITS OF LEGAL GAMING FOR THE COMMUNITY
The regulation of the market of gaming products with cash prizes has allowed for two major contributions to be made to the national economy, fuelled by the distribution of the players’ expenditure:
• the consolidation of a legal industrial sector, with the creation of new jobs and highly innovative
technological management and control services;
• a substantial contribution to the public accounts (State Budget and public resources obtained
from licensing fees). It should be noted that a very small portion of these resources are currently
also distributed to independent local bodies.
The graph shows the trend in player spending, for each year of the twenty-year period from 1999 to
2018, in terms of distribution between public revenue and net revenues for the public gaming sector
(including the gaming licensees and the distribution networks).
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Source: Calculations based on data from the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency, 2019
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Over the course of 20 years, the public gaming sector has distributed over 269 billion in player
spending as 154 billion in public revenues and 115 billion in net supply chain revenues.
The overall expenditure allocated to public revenues was over 57% and, despite decreasing progressively between 2000 and 2011 and subsequently increasing once again, it never dropped below 50%
of the player expenditure.

EFFECTS OF LEGAL GAMING
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The government regulation of games with cash prizes ensures a reduction of the negative consequences for consumers and the community resulting from the gaming offering being left in the
hands of criminal organisations.
The consolidation of the regulated market of games with cash prizes, based on the current licensing
system, is currently the most important factor for protecting players, and for safeguarding public
order and safety.

Source: ACADI - Report on public gaming: market and economic and social impact
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HBG GAMING'S OFFERING INCLUDES BINGO, NEW SLOTS,
VIDEOLOTTERY TERMINALS,
AND ONLINE GAMING AND BETTING.
In 2018, HBG Gaming Group’s total collections amounted to € 4,524.5 billion, for a decrease of 2.2%
compared to the previous year.

HBG GAMING’S COLLECTIONS (data in millions of €)		
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

114.3

114.0

113.0

124.8

131.7

2,306.0

2,382.0

2,438.0

2,232.0

2,096.2

Videolottery
Terminals

1,888

2,028

2,118

2,205

2,244.7

Skill Games

8.7

9.1

12.5

30.5

15.2

Betting

9.4

21.0

30.2

34.6

36.6

TOTAL

4,326.4

4,554.1

4,711.7

4,626.9

4,524.5

Bingo
NewSlot

TOTAL GAMING COLLECTIONS (data in millions of €)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

84,460

88,249

96,173

101,753

106,422

MARKET SHARE (data in millions of €)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

5.1%

5.2%

4.9%

4.5%

4.3%
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2014 - 2018 COLLECTION TREND
Bingo (millions of €)
2014

114.3

2015

114.0

2016

113.0
124.8

2017

131.7

2018

Videolottery (millions of €)
2014

1,880

2015

2,028
2,118.3

2016

2,205.1

2017

2,244.7

2018

Betting (millions of €)
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

9.4
21.0
30.2
34,6
36,6
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NewSlot (millions of €)
2014

2,306.0
2,382.0

2015

2,438.2

2016

2,231.9

2017

2,096.2

2018

Online Gaming (millions of €)
2014

8.7

2015

9.1

2016

12.5
30.5

2017
2018

15.2

In 2018 the tax revenues resulting from HBG Gaming’s collections amounted to € 567.5 million,
and represented 60.5% of the net player expenditure, which consists of the difference between
collections and winnings.
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HBG GAMING - NET PLAYER EXPENDITURE
Data in millions of €

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Videolottery Terminals

220

238

246.6

258.1

266.5

NewSlot

583

610

696.6

662.5

624.9

Bingo

34

34.2

33.8

37.4

39.4

Physical Betting

1.8

3.8

5.6

6.5

7.0

Online Gaming

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.9

0.7

TOTAL

839

886.3

983.0

965

938.5

											

TAX REVENUE FROM HBG GAMING COLLECTION
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Videolottery Terminals

100

113.2

122.9

135.4

143.4

NewSlot

300

353.7

434.0

419.6

406.4

Bingo

14

13.7

13.5

15

15.8

Physical Betting

0.6

1.2

1.6

1.8

1.8

Online Gaming

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

414.7

481.8

572.1

572.0

567.5

Data in millions of €

TOTAL

										

TAX REVENUE OF PLAYERS’ NET EXPENDITURE
Data in millions of €

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Videolottery Terminals

45%

48%

50%

52%

53.8%

NewSlot

51%

58%

62%

63%

65.0%

Bingo

40%

40%

40%

40%

40.1%

Physical Betting

33%

32%

29%

28%

26.0%

Online Gaming

50%

25%

27%

24%

28.9%

TOTAL

49%

54%

58%

59%

60.5%

				

HBG GAMING - NET PLAYERS’ EXPENDITURE AND TAX REVENUE
Data in millions of €

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

TOTAL PLAYER
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

839

886

983

965

938.5

414.7

481.8

572.1

572

567.5

TOTAL TAX
REVENUES
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TAX REVENUE FROM HBG GAMING COLLECTION

143.4
406.4

17.8

143,4

406,4

17,8
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113,2

15
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300
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HBG GAMING - NET PLAYERS’ EXPENDITURE AND TAX REVENUE
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BINGO
Bingo, which was introduced in 2001 and is based on the extraction of ninety numbers, derives from
Lotto and is very similar to the traditional ‘tombola’ played by Italian families.

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION
REGION

NO. HALLS

REGION

NO. HALLS

Lombardu

2

Abruzzo

1

Piedmont

1

Lazio

3

Liguria

1

Campania

2

Marche

1

Sicily

6

Umbria

1

It’s entertainment that is close to home, perfect for spending free time, socialising and having fun,
playing safely and in full compliance with the law.

BINGO OVERVIEW

18

6,093

543

131.7

BINGO HALLS
IN ITALY

HALL
EMPLOYEES

SEATS

MILLION
IN COLLECTIONS

945

NEW SLOT AND
VIDEO LOTTERY

8.1%

MARKET
SHARE

By the end of 2018, HBG Gaming managed 18 Bingo halls, with 6,093 seats, 945 New Slots and Video Lottery Terminals installed inside, and corners dedicated to sporting events and virtual betting.
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HBG GAMING GROUP'S BINGO HALLS
HBG Gaming’s Bingo Halls are gaming venues that guarantee security, legality, a high quality offering, excellent services and facilities, specific operator training, and absolute compliance with the
prohibition on the admission of minors under the age of 18.
They promote social gaming and ensure a high level of control over the degenerative phenomena
associated with gaming, thanks to the presence of the hall staff, as well as rigorous procedures to
ensure the complete traceability of the bets and winnings. They represent ideal places for regulated
gaming, where customers can entertain themselves in a safe and supervised manner.

GAMING, FUN, FOOD
In order to meet the demands of an increasingly demanding market, the Group’s halls were transformed into advanced Gaming Halls, where customers can enjoy an entirely new entertainment
experience. In addition to Bingo, there are new and different types of gaming, from AWPs to Video
Lottery Terminals, as well as other entertainment activities and food services, all aimed at promoting socialisation and sharing, and with the goal of ensuring responsible gaming.
All the gaming environments are equipped with air-conditioning, background music, and offer
smoking and non-smoking rooms. They feature a comfortable setting designed to enhance the gaming experience and ensure total player relaxation, thus representing the very best that the market
has to offer. Enjoy delicious food, attend fun shows and participate in prize events, always able to
rely on the helpful, friendly, professional and accommodating staff.

ECO-SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES
Particular attention is paid to differentiated collections, in compliance with the local regulations,
with the voluntary collaboration and involvement of all company employees. Other HBG Gaming
activities are linked to noise reduction at the Bingo Halls, which are progressively monitored according to an assessment plan affecting all the halls.

HBG Gaming is Italy's first Bingo Hall Licensee to have obtained certification for its Occupational Health & Safety Management System according to the international standard BS OHSAS
18001:2007, for each of its Bingo Halls.
This certification, which was voluntarily obtained in 2018, is a major acknowledgement for HBG
Gaming and its employees, who, for years, have been striving every day to improve the levels of
worker health and safety protection. This is a fundamental aspect for the Group, which employs 754
employees, 60% of whom are employed at its 18 Bingo Halls, while at the same time serving as a
driver for continuous improvement, with the aim of creating work environments with high quality
standards for both the customers and the employees.
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In 2018, the Group’s Bingo Halls generated a total amount of 554.4 million Euro, up 40.8 million Euro
(+7.9%) compared to 2017 and 76.4 million (+16.0%) compared to 2016.

HBG GAMING COLLECTIONS WITH VARIOUS PRODUCTS OFFERED IN BINGO
HALLS (data in millions of €)				
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Bingo collections

114.3

114

113

124.8

131.7

VLT collections

321.9

330

330.2

345.1

370.1

25.1

28.3

33.7

42.3

50.7

0

1.3

1.4

1.4

2.0

NewSlot collections
Betting

BINGO MARKET (data in millions of €) 		

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1,624

1,598

1,602

1,619

1,634

MARKET SHARE BINGO

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

7.04%

7.13%

7.01%

7.71%

8.06%

HBG Gaming Group's Bingo collections in 2018 amounted to € 131.7 million, representing 8.06% of
the market share.
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HBG GAMING BINGO (data in millions of €)
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“The Functionality of Bingo Halls for the Promotion of Responsible
Gaming”.
The game of Bingo has been found to be the most social of all those on the regulated public gaming
market, and this peculiarity has also been frequently found by researchers in the fields of psychology and social dynamics.
“... there is no single motive or reason that can explain why people play Bingo: one multi-motivational hypothesis suggests that the game’s social benefits outweigh its monetary benefits.” This is
the conclusion drawn by G. Lavanco in his book titled Psicologia del gioco d'azzardo. Prospettive
psicodinamiche e sociali (McGraw-Hill, Milan 2001); wore recently, similar conclusions were also reached by the research study titled “The functionality of Bingo Halls for the promotion of responsible
gaming”, published by the New Social pathologies Interdepartmental Research Unit at the University of Florence in May of 2017.
The survey, which was conducted on a sample of 800 players throughout various regions, showed
that 45% of players habitually go to the hall in the company of others, and another 23% (for a grand
total of more than two thirds of the sample) go more frequently in the company of others rather
than alone: these findings confirm how Bingo Halls serve as destinations and meeting places for
entertainment activities.
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NEWSLOT AND VIDEOLOTTERY
Games featuring entertainment machines with cash prizes (AWP) were introduced in 2004, and have since become the largest gaming sector in terms of volumes generated.
The testing of VLT gaming systems began in 2009, and they were scheduled to be introduced in 2010.

Industry regulation
From 2003 to 2004, the Italian Parliament and Government set up the Italian gaming machine gaming management model through numerous laws, regulations and administrative acts.
The choice for this sector was to entrust several operators with the implementation and management of telematic networks in the offer and control of legal gaming with entertainment equipment,
by establishing a multiple-licensee model.
Industry regulation has affected a pre-existing illegal market of very large proportions: videopoker.
At the time, the Guardia di Finanza estimated the unlawful equipment to amount to about 600,000
units, with at least 150,000 establishments involved in the distribution.
The collections, which were obviously uncontrolled by the State, exceeded € 20 billion per year,
with winnings for players below 60% of the sums involved, thus resulting in high earnings for operators involved in the country's illegal, underground economy.
In July 2004, following a public disclosure procedure, ten operators were identified to be entrusted
with the “public activities and functions for the network implementation and conduct in the telematic management of lawful gaming with gaming machines and related activities and functions” for
five years. The full application of the concession system was launched on 1 November 2004.
With the expiry of the licenses issued in 2004, a new call for tenders was launched in 2011, through
which thirteen licensees were selected to operate until March 2022.
Today, the sector consists of two distinct products:
• AWPs (Amusement With Prizes) or entertainment equipment with cash prizes described in Paragraph 6 (a) of Article 110 of the T. U.L.P.S.
• Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs), i.e., the equipment described in paragraph 6 (b) of Article 110 of
the T. U.L.P.S.
For VLTs, the legislature has imposed a distribution model based on points of sale dedicated to
gaming, unlike the AWPs, which can be installed at any commercial venue.
Source: WHITE PAPER ON PUBLIC GAMING; ACADI - Report on public gaming: market and economic and social impact – ACADI;
thematic focus no. 6/2018 upb
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NEWSLOT
New Slots or AWPs - Amusement With Prizes, are the entertainment equipment regulated by T.
U.L.P.S.
HBG Gaming connects to its 24,032 New Slot telematics network, distributed among 7,405 establishments with 364 partner managers, through its subsidiary HBG Connex SpA.

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION
REGION

NO. HALLS

REGION

NO. HALLS

Lombardy

583

Umbria

149

Piedmont

110

Basilicata

104

Veneto

358

Molise

129

Liguria

464

Friuli-Venezia Giulia

42

Sardinia

391

Trentino Alto-Adige

8

Puglia

251

Aosta Valley

5

Marche

305

Abruzzo

503

Emilia-Romagna

283

Lazio

1176

Calabria

242

Campania

954

Tuscany

182

Sicily

1166

OVERVIEW NEWSLOT

24,032

7,405

NEWSLOT

BUSINESSES

364

2,096

8.7%

PARTNER

MILLION

MANAGERS

IN COLLECTIONS

MARKET
SHARE
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The Gaming Machine with cash prizes sector originated in 2004, and its management was initially
assigned to 10 licensees selected by the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency following a public
call for tenders, who operate within the market according to varying business models. In 2011, a new
call for tenders was held and 13 licensees were selected until March 2022.
New Slots represent the most significant sector in the Italian market, generating 22.6% of total public gaming collections and 49.4% of gaming machine collections.

The number of points of sale with AWPs has progressively decreased from over 96,000 in 2013 to
about 69,000 at the end of 2018.
By June of 2019 there are expected to be approximately 61,000 points of sale. This further reduction
will be due to the processes of optimising the offering and the limitations imposed by local regulations.
Calculations based on the REPORT ON PUBLIC GAMING: MARKET AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT – ACADI

The business model followed by HBG Gaming Group on the New Slot market is characterised by a
predominant orientation towards the provider model, with a share of equipment installed in directly
operated Bingo Halls.

Manager
The manager is the owner/holder of the New Slots, holding the licence provided for in Art. 86 and/
or 88 of the Consolidation Act on Public Security and as a contract holder with the licensee, in
possession of the requirements set forth in the Decree of 17/05/2006 regulating the characteristics
of Third Parties in Collection. It carries out activities related to the provision of New Slots, to their
operation, and in the collection of remaining sums for the licensee.
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Operator
The operator is the owner of the point of sale where the NewSlots are installed, equipped with appropriate facilities and capacities, in possession of the requirements set forth in the Decree of
17/05/2006 regulating the characteristics of Third Parties in Collection.

NEWSLOT GAMING CHAIN

MANAGER

OPERATOR

In recent years the AWP payout decreased from 74.3% in 2015 to 70.2% in 2018.
The winnings, which are calculated by the device in a non-predetermined manner out of a total of
no more than 140,000 games, mustn’t be less than 70% of the sums played.
The gaming machine sector is taxed on collections with the CTW. As a way to combat illegal gaming, this tax is calculated directly using the telematic management system to which the machines
are connected.
The rates of the tax levies on collection have gradually increased from 11.8% in 2012 to 21.6% today,
and the law envisages yet another increase by 2020.

In 2018 the amounts played resulted
in a total of

HBG Gaming managed
total collections amounting to

24.062

2.096

billion Euros

billion Euros

in collections, for a decrease of

with a market share of

5.38%

8.7%.

compared to the previous year.
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HBG GAMING’S NEWSLOT COLLECTIONS (data in millions of €)

			

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2,306

2,382

2,438

2,232

2,096

NEWSLOT MARKET (data in millions of €)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

25,396

25,963

26,324

25,429

24,062

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

9.1%

9.2%

9.3%

8.8%

8.7%

MARKET SHARE		

HBG GAMING NEWSLOT (data in millions of €)
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NEWSLOT MARKET (data in millions of €)
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The dedicated service offered by HBG Gaming to its Business Partners is one of the company's
strengths: structured on numerous levels and consisting of a Customer Service, Technical Help
Desk and a Specialist Team.
Experience, preparation and quality of service are the core values on which HBG Gaming has, for
years, founded relationships with its Business Partners, whose needs are always heeded with quick
and effective responses.

Telematic network
The network connecting the New Slots is highly innovative: designed by Ericsson Telecomunicazioni SpA, it enables real-time monitoring of the equipment, conveying gaming data to the licensee’s
system and the control system of the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency.

HBG Desk Portal
Desk is the web portal dedicated to the remote management of New Slots and VLTs. Equipped with
a clear, intuitive interface, it allows the operator to carry out all operations in just a few clicks, 24
hours a day, without any time limits. There is also an App version for the web application available
for smartphones and tablets.
There are multiple features offered, allowing you to manage administrative procedures, inquire and
detect location and New Slot and PDA counters, view and print reports, and more.
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VIDEOLOTTERY TERMINALS
Video Lottery Terminals, or VLTs, were introduced to respond to the need
for a safer game that could be better controlled via a realtime online connection; this response was possible thanks to technological advances in the
fields of telematics and electronics.
They were introduced in Italy for the first time by Law No. 184 of 2008 and were effectively placed
on the market with Decree Law no. 39 of 2009. The Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency has
established the maximum number of video terminal units (VLTs) that can be installed, which is equal
to 14% of the clearances (permits pursuant to art. 38 of Italian Law 388/2000) held by licensee as of
12 August 2009, against the payment of a license fee of € 15,000 for each terminal.

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION
REGION

NO. HALLS

REGION

NO. HALLS

Lombardy

62

Umbria

3

Piedmont

30

Basilicata

7

Veneto

44

Molise

1

Liguria

8

Friuli-Venezia Giulia

2

Sardinia

13

Trentino Alto-Adige

2

Apulia

31

Aosta Valley

-

Marche

17

Abruzzo

21

Emilia-Romagna

26

Lazio

72

Calabria

10

Campania

33

Tuscany

18

Sicily

42

VLTs have a supply chain in which the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency maintains control
over the offering, including the gaming terminals at the points of sale.
The licensees are responsible for the gaming management, above all from a technological and product standpoint.
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OVERVIEW VIDEOLOTTERY

4,798

442

VIDEOLOTTERY
TERMINAL RIGHTS

VLT HALLS

NOVOMATIC, SPIELO
AND INSPIRED PARTNER
VLTS GAMING
OPERATORS

2,245

9.1%

MILLION IN
COLLECTIONS

MARKET
SHARE

For VLTs, legislation has defined a distribution model based exclusively on points of sale dedicated
to gaming, while New Slots may be present in any commercial venue.
For VLTs, the actual payout is equal to 88% while the CTW has progressively increased since 2012,
when a levy on winnings exceeding € 500 was also established: for VLTs, the rate has increased
from 4% to 6.65% and the levy on winnings exceeding € 500 has increased from 6% to 12%. Furthermore, with regard to the entire gaming machine sector, a flat rate contribution of € 500 million was introduced in 2015, to be paid by the licensees and the various supply chain operators, in
amounts proportional to their individual revenues.
Source: ACADI White Paper on Public Gaming and UPB Thematic Focus no.6/2018 – Taxation in the gaming sector.

The HBG Gaming Group obtained, in accordance with the requirements of the Public Notice of 15
September 2009, authorisation to install 4,798 video terminals.
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By the end of 2018, there were 442 licensed gaming rooms. The partner gaming system manufacturers are Novomatic, Spielo and Inspired.
In 2018, the total amounts played resulted in € 24.534 billion in collections, for an increase of 4.3%
with respect to the previous year. HBG Gaming had a total collections amount of € 2.245 billion,
with a market share of 9.1%.

VIDEO LOTTERY GAMING CHAIN

VLT GAMING
SYSTEM
SUPPLIERS

HALL
MANAGERS

HBG GAMING’S VIDEOLOTTERY COLLECTIONS (data in millions of €)
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VIDEOLOTTERY MARKET (data in millions of €)
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2018

8.8%

9.1%

9.2%

9.4%

9.1%

MARKET SHARE		
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HBG GAMING VIDEOLOTTERY (data in millions of €)
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Support, Platform and Infrastructure
HBG Gaming offers tailor-made solutions and is capable of meeting any Videolottery requirements:
installation, testing, software and hardware support, and marketing.
The solutions offered are cutting edge, utilising dedicated broadband connections to ensure
network connectivity stability and maximum transaction security.
Within every single hall, a local control system is installed, which ensures simple and effective management of the hall equipment: terminal, user, authorisation and alarm management; management
of game parameters and jackpots; management of statistics and reporting on all activities; remote
game control and downloads.

Games and Payment Systems
The game libraries include titles of international success and titles designed and developed specifically for the Italian market.
Video Lottery payment systems are the safest and most widely distributed on the market, based on
Ticket (TITO: Ticket-In, Ticket-Out).

VLT Manager System (VMS)
This is the online solution dedicated to hall managers, through which you can manage hall reporting; view game reports and winnings, view CTW account statements, Italian Customs Agency fees,
etc.; print the periodic statement of account and the daily reports of one or more halls for specific
periods.
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BETTING
Through its subsidiary HBG Online Gaming Srl, HBG Gaming serves as a licensee for collecting bets
through the physical network.
In order to meet the demands of the customers at its sales network’s establishments, HBG Gaming
has expanded its offering by participating in the selection process for the granting of public gaming
licenses, and by opening gaming shops and areas dedicated to sporting event, horse-racing and
virtual betting collections.
Within the shops featuring the QuiGioco brand, in addition to the possibility of betting on numerous
sporting events, there are also other gaming products such as NewSlot and Videolottery terminals,
as well as additional services, including a bar area, smoking and non-smoking rooms, and a recharging service for the gaming accounts.
As of 31 December 2018 HBG Gaming had 45 active shops, and this number will increase to 47
by March of 2019.
The system for betting establishments is based on licences to private individuals, with the additional need to obtain a police licence.
In 1998 there were 330 active licences for horse-racing and sporting event betting, as well as 41
racecourses.
In 2000, the first licences for horse-racing and sporting event gaming collections were issued.
Between 2000 and today, in accordance with the goal of shutting down the unregulated market,
there has been a significant increase in the number of licences issued.
Today, the betting market is characterised by a variety of products: sporting event gaming, horse-racing gaming and betting on simulated (virtual) events.
Betting on virtual events is a fixed-rate game, introduced at the end of 2013, in which the bookmaker wagers on simulated sporting events, generated by a random system.
TAKEN FROM THE WHITE PAPER ON PUBLIC GAMING – ACADI
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In terms of collections, as a compound annual average, the betting sector grew by a total of over
25% between 2013 and 2017, generating a simultaneous increase in expenditure (again as compound annual growth) of around 14%. The growth in collections continued in 2018, recording an
increase of 9.28% compared to 2017 for Sports-based games, and an increase of 14.96% for Virtual
Betting, while the games based on horse racing declined by 2.17%.
Taken from the Report on Public Gaming: market and economic and social impact – ACADI; Internal calculations

QUIGIOCO
In 2017, HBG Gaming presented a new and complete product proposal with the QuiGioco brand,
intended for Points of Sale, Gaming Halls and Betting Agencies.
The “QuiGioco” concept store, created for the retail market, features a modern environment with
optimised spaces dedicated, in a targeted and harmonious manner, to gaming machines, sports
betting, horse racing and virtual betting, all enriched by an area with live events in order to offer
maximum entertainment. The “QuiGioco Point” proposal is aimed at HBG Gaming Business Partners
that seek to create high-tech points of sale and optimise the invested resources.

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION
REGION

NO. HALLS

REGION

NO. HALLS

Lombardy

2

Umbria

-

Piedmont

11

Basilicata

1

Veneto

3

Molise

-

Liguria

1

Friuli-Venezia Giulia

-

Sardinia

-

Trentino Alto-Adige

-

Apulia

2

Aosta Valley

-

Marche

1

Abruzzo

2

Emilia-Romagna

1

Lazio

9

Calabria

-

Campania

8

Tuscany

1

Sicily

3
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OVERVIEW SCOMMESSE

42

45

36.3 MLN

15.2 MLN

HBG GAMING
PROPERTY
RIGHTS

GAMING
SHOPS

IN BETTING
COLLECTIONS

IN COLLECTIONS
ONLINE GAMING

			

ONLINE GAMING
HBG Gaming offers a full range of distance games with cash prizes, including, in addition to skill
games, sporting event and horse-racing betting, Casino games such as Roulette, and Slot Machines,
as well as virtual betting events.
Through the www.quigioco.it portal, HBG Gaming offers anyone with an internet connection the
chance to have fun from wherever they choose, at any time. Registered users can bet on sporting
events and horse-racing, play with online Slot Machines and Bingo, or participate in Texas Hold'em
tournaments, even in Cash mode.
The QuiGioco platform is technologically advanced and highly reliable, and guarantees high security standards in full compliance with the current legislation and the requirements dictated by the
Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency, which impose real “barriers” to prevent under-age gaming,
require players to self-limit themselves, and offer the possibility of self-exclusion from gaming.

The distance gaming licensees, who are connected in real time to the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency’s central information system that oversees all gaming and calculates the taxes due, are
committed to ensuring:
• gaming security;
• the return of winnings at a minimum percentage, fixed by law, and dependent on the game type;
• the transparency and confidentiality of the processed information.
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Each individual player, suitably identified according to the rules in force, has a gaming account that
can be powered via electronic payment instruments such as electronic purses, bank credit cards,
PostePay cards and wire transfers, or prepayments for sale at participating establishments. Winnings may be collected at any time via wire transfer, reloading of PostePay cards and electronic purses,
or in cash, but only for small amounts by booking their withdrawal at QuiGioco stores.
The collections for Online Gaming are expected to increase significantly compared to 2018.
In particular, this growth will be due to an increase in gaming accounts driven by the development
of the gaming platform, which involved the introduction of new online services, with an increase in
distribution channels and an overall renewal of the range of products and services available to the
customers. The growth will mainly be based on the development of the distribution channel linked
to the collection points.
Italy's Online Gaming sector is growing considerably as a result of new technologies and the digitalisation processes.
The system is based on the implementation of strategies that incorporate Responsible Gaming
culture directly within the gaming systems.
The fight against unregulated gaming, consumer protection against fraud and problematic gambling, and the prevention of under-age gaming are the three main principles upon which the measures adopted to establish an effective system of Responsible Gaming are based, and to which all
the licensees adhere.

The fight against unregulated gaming
The main measure for combating unregulated gaming consists of an agreement between the Italian
Customs Agency and the main international providers of online gaming software, which is geared
towards rendering the offering of legal gaming more competitive and advantageous compared to
illegal gaming, with the aim of hindering those operating on the Italian market without a regular
government license.
Access to unregulated websites is rendered increasingly difficult thanks to synergies between operators and Law Enforcement Agencies.
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Protection against fraud and problematic gambling
Consumer protection is ensured through the Register of Gaming Accounts (CRGA), the system
managed by Sogei – an IT company owned by the Ministry of the Economy and Finance - which
records all transactions conducted on Italian gaming sites.
All players are required to set gaming limits based on the monthly value of the payments that can
be made to their gaming accounts (“self-limitation”), and have the ability to block their accounts
for defined periods of time, or indefinitely (“self-exclusion”).
One of the most important regulatory developments of 2018 was the establishment of the Unified
Register of Self-Exclusions (URSE) by the Italian Customs Agency, an initiative that allows players
who request self-exclusion to be automatically excluded from all gaming sites at the same time.

Protection of minors
The procedure for opening a gaming account requires each player to be identified by submitting
their identity document and fiscal code, with the obligation for the licensee to verify the consistency and veracity of the information entered by the player, even by cross-checking it with the Sogei
register of gaming accounts, which in turn handles the validation process.

AquiJuego
In 2018, through its subsidiary HBG Latam, HBG Gaming Group was granted a
licence to run online gaming in Colombia under the AquiJuego brand.
The agreement with the Colombian gaming authority, Coljuegos, and the subsequent authorisation to operate, have allowed the Group gain access
to the Latin American market, and this represents an important first step in HBG Gaming Group’s
growth and internationalisation strategy. Colombia is the first big opportunity for HBG Gaming to
become known on the “global marketplace and to be able to capitalise on the know-how which has
led it to occupy a leadership position on the Italian gaming market.
AquiJuego allows HBG Gaming to enter the Colombian market with an innovative proposition which will use a network of sales outlets inspired by the Italian best practices, coupled with the aim of
using its online gaming platform as a lever to create sustainable business opportunities.
As of 31 December 2018 there were 106 Active Points, 96 of which were operational.
As of 31 March 2019 there were 223 Active Points, 139 of which were operational.
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During the first quarter of 2019, HBG Gaming updated its Materiality Matrix, or rather the map of
the most relevant aspects for the company and its Stakeholders, to be reported for sustainability
purposes, which entailed the inclusion of two new material topics: Innovation and Digitisation. The
Management of environmental impacts topic was also repositioned due to its greater relevance for
both HBG Gaming and its Stakeholders.
The analysis was carried out by involving the Group’s Managers in the process of adopting the ISO
26000 Guidelines, which will integrate Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability into the
Group’s organisation as a whole.
The final result of these evaluations is briefly summarised in the Materiality Matrix, which, for HBG
Gaming, represents a tool for defining the Group's sustainability goals.

The term stakeholder indicates those who may affect or be affected by the
company's business activities.

The stakeholders of HBG Gaming:
• SHAREHOLDERS

• CONSUMERS

• REGULATORS AND INSTITUTIONS

• INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS

• BANKS

• PRESS AND MEDIA

• OUR TEAM

• THE ENVIRONMENT

• THE GAMING SUPPLY CHAIN

• THE COMMUNITY

• OUR PARTNERS

The procedure for identifying HBG Gaming’s Stakeholders
The process of defining materiality is the tool used to identify the relevant issues to be adequately
communicated to stakeholders within the Sustainability Report.
Themes are analysed based on internal and external relevance.
The Working Group responsible for the drafting of the Sustainability Report carries out, as a first
phase, the identification of all material themes, with each topic then analysed with reference to
the importance for HBG Gaming (internal relevance), as well as the varying Stakeholder categories
(external relevance).
This process is repeated and updated every year as part of the drafting process of the Sustainability
Report. To assess internal relevance, the various themes are analysed through interviews with Department Heads and Business Unit Heads, evaluating for each individual theme:
1. the present and future implications of a financial or non-financial nature;
2. the impacts on strategies, policies, processes, relationships and commitments;
3. the impacts on competitive advantages or management excellence;
4.	the likelihood that risks and opportunities will arise, or potential long-term or short-term impacts,
and the severity of the implied impact.
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To evaluate external relevance, the impact of every single topic on the primary stakeholder categories is analysed through:
1.	the identification of relevant industry issues, through benchmark analysis and study of the most
significant industry publications;
2.	interviews with the departments responsible for managing relationships with varying stakeholder
categories and analysing stakeholder information requests;
3.	a media analysis to evaluate the issues for which HBG Gaming was cited by the media.
The result of the activities described is represented by a materiality matrix, from which the most
relevant themes emerging are those related to regulatory compliance, responsible gaming initiatives towards gaming end-users and personnel management policies, including activities intended to
promote workplace health and safety.
The various themes are divided into social, environmental and business areas.
Rilevance for HBG Gaming

HIGH

Responsible gaming a protection of minors

Relationship with the supply Chain

Creation of economic and financial value
Compliance with the regulatory framework
Relationship with information bodies
Workplace health and safety
Service quality
Contribution Tax

Stakeholder engagement
Digitisation
Dialogue with control bodies

MEDIUM

Management of environmental impacts

Staff Development
Innovation
Social Responsibility
Initiatives

Corporate
Governance

Presence in industry associations

Dialogue with control bodies

Relevance for Stakeholders

Transparency and business integrity

Social area
Environmental area
Business area
LOW

MEDIUM
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THE PRIMARY INSTRUMENTS OF ENGAGEMENT
• Institutional documents:	
Financial Statements of the Group’s Companies
		

Consolidated Financial Statements Sustainability Report

• Corporate website:

hbg-gaming.it

• CSR website:

csr.hbg-gaming.it

• Blog:

usalatesta.hbg-gaming.it

• Social networks:

Linkedin

		

Facebook

		

Twitter

• Web area:

corporate intranet

		

HBG People

		

supplier portal

		

gaming operators portal

• Institutional Relations
• Customer satisfaction analyses

THE GRI STANDARDS
The GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) is a body that has developed the most widely used sustainability performance reporting system for companies and organisations.
The GRI standards are the main global reference for reporting a company’s sustainability performance.
The Standards allow the economic, social and environmental results to be clearly communicated
the Stakeholders.
The topics addressed in the document reflect the results of the materiality analysis developed according to the methodology indicated and updated annually.
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strategy.
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Through this process, HBG Gaming has considered topics that have a significant impact upon its
economic, social and environmental performance, and that can influence the stakeholders’ decisions, as materials topics. In addition to the material topics that have always been most relevant,
such as Responsible Gaming and the Protection of Minors, Compliance with the applicable Legislation, Workplace Health and Safety, and the Creation of economic and financial value, greater
emphasis was placed on the topics of Innovation and Digitisation during the course of 2018 than
in the past, with more attention being dedicated to the Management of environmental impacts as
well.
By obtaining ISO 27001 (Information Security Management) certification, investing in the company’s digitisation, and developing the HBG People Project (the online portal dedicated to its employees), HBG Gaming has become a key player in the “digital transformation.”
In order to encourage further integration between the business processes and those associated
with social responsibility and sustainability, HBG Gaming has undertaken a pathway for adopting
the ISO 26000: 2010 Guidelines.
Through ISO 26000, and with the support of the CSR office, every company department is able to
identify their decisions’ repercussions and impacts upon society and the environment, identifying
and evaluating the benefits, even using quantitative and economic indicators, thus assuming a key
role in the pursuit of sustainability and social responsibility.
It effectively establishes a Social Responsibility Governance framework that’s not limited to the
management of individual initiatives, but is structured based on an integrated approach to the business, with a focus upon Social Responsibility.
This is the essence of Social Responsibility: the desire to incorporate social, environmental and economic topics and actions within the company’s decision-making processes, and to take into account
the impacts of its decisions and activities upon society and the environment. This implies ethical
and transparent behaviour, which contributes to sustainable development, taking into account the
needs of the stakeholders, in accordance with the applicable laws and the international standards.
The strategy has been integrated throughout the organisation and implemented in every department’s relationships, with the aim of creating lasting and sustainable value for all the Stakeholders
and Shareholders.
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HBG Gaming shares the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which are aimed
at combating inequality and promoting social and economic growth.
The SDGs are universally applicable, meaning that everyone must contribute to achieving the goals
based on their possibilities and capabilities.
In particular, HBG Gaming focuses upon, directs its activities towards, and contributes to the achievement of goals 3, 5 and 9.

Goal 3.
Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
In order to achieve sustainable development, it is essential to ensure healthy lives and to promote
well-being for everyone at all ages.
HBG Gaming has chosen to focus its community interventions in the field of healthcare by supporting research, care and prevention, with activities targeting both internal and external stakeholders:
• Prevention activities for employees, with medical visits on the Company’s premises
• Support for scientific research and for patients
• Health protection and support for players with gambling problems
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Goal 5.
Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
Gender equality is more than a fundamental human right. It’s a necessary condition for a prosperous, sustainable and peaceful world.
HBG Gaming is particularly dedicated to ensuring well-balanced work relationships between women and men, and guaranteeing equal opportunities at the workplace, without any discrimination,
and promotes specific initiatives for its female staff members:
• 44% female employees
• Company code of ethics that guarantees gender equality
• Promotion of the “Pink Day” initiative dedicated to preventive healthcare for women

Goal 9.
Resilient infrastructure, sustainable industrialisation and innovation
Technological progress and innovation are fundamental for achieving the sustainable development goals.
HBG Gaming invests in technological innovation and digital transformation, which bring considerable benefits to the Company both internally and externally, with positive impacts upon all the
Stakeholders:
• Network security and cutting-edge technology
• Digitisation of the HR processes and creation of the HBG People portal
• Progressive dissemination of digital skills among all the employees who come into contact with
the new digitised systems
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GROUP CODE OF ETHICS
In order to protect Consumers, HBG Gaming has even introduced a strong appeal for Social Responsibility within its Group Code of Ethics, which contains behavioural principles for the management
of regulated gaming activities. The aim is to provide the recipients of the Code, and employees in
particular, with the principles of conduct to be observed during the management of public gaming
to ensure compliance with the obligations prescribed by the laws and regulations, thus guaranteeing legal and responsible entertainment.
HBG Gaming operates within the safe and legal gaming market, regulated by the Italian Customs
and Monopolies Agency, offering its consumers an entertainment service that’s compliant with a
sustainable development model, which guarantees respect for the prohibition on underage gaming;
clearly indicates the odds of winning for each type of game and specifying the amount and distribution of the winnings; prevents excessive and unauthorised gaming behaviour by disclosing informational material and providing assistance, and monitoring the security of the systems and platforms
in accordance with the standards required by the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency.

THE USA LA TESTA (“USE GOOD SENSE”) RESPONSIBLE
GAMING PROJECT
This programme, which was initiated in 2012, aims to promote clear and
comprehensive communication on gaming in order to facilitate informed
choices, providing information regarding the risks of irresponsible gaming behaviour, and paying particular attention to consumers who may
be more exposed to the risks associated with gaming.
The focus of the programme, which is reflected in a number of integrated
initiatives, is prevention, and includes awareness raising, the dissemination
of knowledge, and the proper training of the workers, to be understood
as both the company’s staff and those belonging to the network of Business Partners. The communication aspect was also addressed in order to reach all stakeholders more easily through the use
of more immediate language as well as social media channels (Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin), in
addition to traditional channels, in accordance with the requirements of Decree Law 87 of 2018 and
the relative indications of the Italian Communications Authority.
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PREVENTION AND FIGHT AGAINST UNREGULATED GAMING
The phenomenon of unregulated gaming involves all segments of the
games with cash prizes market, and represents a very serious risk for
consumers, as it exposes them to gaming proposals that are unsafe and non-guaranteed in terms of both regularity and probability of
winning. Those who are particularly at risk include the weakest segments of society, especially minors and people subject to gambling
disorders. At the same time the State is being depleted of resources
for funding various public policies.
The Licensees represent a safeguard of legality, and as such have the duty to guarantee the protection and harmonisation of collective interests, such as the protection of consumers, the prevention of gambling addiction, and the prevention of money laundering.
Through its collaboration with the State, the trade Associations, and the other Licensees, HBG
Gaming has become a leading player in the fight against illegality, and has undertaken numerous
voluntary initiatives extending well-beyond its legal obligations.

PROTECTION OF MINORS
The protection of minors is one of HBG Gaming’s primary commitments,
which is carried out through targeted activities based on the type of
game the channels utilised.
For the physical channels:
• supervision and control activities in the Bingo Halls managed directly
• posting and publication of the prohibition for children under 18 years of age to access the areas
directly in front of the gaming halls’ entrances
• the inclusion of the message “Prohibited to minors under 18 years of age” on the advertisements
for each product, and on the informational materials regarding legal and responsible gaming, and
AWP and VLT games.
For online gaming:
• HBG Gaming’s quigioco.it portal guarantees absolute compliance with the prohibition on underage gaming through its gaming account management system, which guarantees full compliance
with the principles of correctness and transparency in carrying out the operations required by law.
• it is strictly forbidden for minors to register and play on the website. Gaming by minors is prevented via the process of registering and validating the user on the platform, as registration requires
the Italian fiscal code and a valid identity document. The platform automatically checks the age
associated with the user's fiscal code, and blocks those who do not meet the necessary requirements.
HBG Gaming also publishes a monthly informative message regarding the prohibition on underage
gaming, both in the sector’s print media, and online on the HBG Gaming social media pages (Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin), the hbg-gaming.it website, and the Giocaconlatesta.it blog.
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TRAINING OF STAFF ON RESPONSIBLE GAMING
AND NETWORK ENGAGEMENT
HBG Gaming consistently employs staff with a particular focus on those who interact more with the
public on the issues of gambling disorders (GD) through the support of specialised companies, providing tools for the development of individual and professional skills of identification for problem
players, and primary intervention for players regarding GD through referral to specialised facilities.
The Company also engages the entire supply chain, through training programs dedicated to the
network of Business Partners.

Training course for gaming operators titled “Gambling in Italy: residential training
for gaming operators”
HBG Gaming has been an active participant in the “Gambling in Italy: research, training and information” project between the Italian National Institute of Health (ISS) and the Italian Customs and
Monopolies Agency, and has participated in the training course for Licensees titled “Gambling in
Italy: residential training for gaming operators”, held by the Italian National Institute of Health.
At the request of the Italian National Institute of Health, HBG Gaming helped distribute a specifically targeted communication regarding the distance training event organised by the Italian National
Institute of Health to the industry's operators and merchants, through dedicated channels.
The communication was transmitted through a pop-up within the HBG Gaming web portal and
through the Desk and VLT Manager System, channels that allow the company to communicate directly and effectively with all operators.

Training course for Business Partners on “Pathological Gambling in Italy”
Since 2015, HBG Gaming has progressively engaged the entire Business Partner network with a Managers Training Program that has the dual purpose of transferring a culturally sensitive GD theme to
gaming environments and providing the necessary tools for managers and employees to facilitate
the problematic player in accessing the helpline, associations and structures to guide and assist
him/her.
The lessons are conducted in an e-learning format, and can be downloaded online using the login
credentials distributed to the entire network of HBG Gaming customers. At the end of each module
are tests and exercises, as well as a final learning test.
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STUDIES AND RESEARCH ON THE GAMING PHENOMENON
HBG Gaming’ Mission is “to create safe and fun-filled entertainment”, and, ever since its establishment, the company has always strived to provide consumers with a sustainable gaming offering
that will not compromise the well-being of the individual or the community.
Gaming with cash prizes represents a fun, enjoyable and socially positive activity for most people,
as it is often done in the company of friends. In some cases, however, it can lead to problematic
behaviour with negative consequences on the individual’s personal and social life, to the point of
becoming a true disease, known as Gambling Disorder (GD).
That's why HBG Gaming goes beyond its legal obligations, and even promotes responsible gaming
through support activities for studies, analysis and research projects that deal with the dynamics of
problematic and pathological gambling. Individually, and through collaboration with industry associations, the company has promoted the development of studies aimed at learning the causes and
the magnitude of the pathological gambling phenomenon, which are indispensable for identifying
the best ways to regulate and organise the gaming offering, and for taking effective action.
The research activities allow the profiles of problem gamblers and pathological gamblers to be
tracked in order to identify the most effective preventive actions, and pinpoint any risk behaviours,
pooling a wealth of knowledge useful for debate and discussion among Consumers, Operators and
Institutions on issues affecting the gaming market, as well as its social implications.

“Child Trauma, Dissociation and Emotional Regulation in Psychological Gambling”
In collaboration with SIIPaC (the Italian society for the Treatment of Compulsive Disorders), HBG
Gaming has promoted and funded the research study titled “Child Trauma, Dissociation and Emotional Regulation in Psychological Gambling”. The research has particular value in the process of
understanding the pathological gambling phenomenon and aims to constitute a best practice for
the development of targeted therapeutic techniques for the treatment of patients with GD, in order
to treat the disease and put and end to the pathological behaviour.
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The following research studies are promoted by the ASCOB associates - of which
HBG Gaming is a founding member:
“Customers in the environments dedicated to gaming machines at Bingo Halls”
The study represents the second part of a previous study titled “The functionality of Bingo Halls for
the promotion of responsible gaming”, published by the New Social pathologies Interdepartmental
Research Unit at the University of Florence in May of 2017, which identified Bingo halls as a model
of functional entertainment for the promotion of responsible gaming, and the game of Bingo itself
as the most social of those present on the regulated public gaming market. The study titled “Bingo
hall slot areas”, which was presented in Rome during the Enada Exhibition on October 15th, formalised the partnership between ASCOB and the researchers at the University of Florence. It focused
upon the study of the functionality of the environments dedicated to gaming machines within the
Bingo Halls, and the analysis of the habits, conduct, and inclinations of those who frequent them,
from both a psychological and sociological standpoint. The goal was to stimulate knowledge and
responsibility among the halls’ customers by providing accurate information and disseminating useful and easy-to-understand messages, all with the help of specialised staff working at the Gaming
Halls themselves.

“Gambling and healthy behaviour”
The research project, conducted by the University of Bologna, aims to obtain a more in-depth
knowledge of GD (pathological gambling) within the context of Emilia Romagna, which is among
the Italy's foremost regions in terms of gambling collections and individual spending in games with
cash prizes, and specifically the biomedical and socio-structural causes that transform gaming from
a recreational activity into a form of deviant and pathological behaviour. The study is also aimed at
determining how a responsible gaming education campaign, and the involvement of pathological
players in recreational and sporting activities, can improve their psychophysical health.

HBG Gaming collaborated within ACADI to initiate this research project, which was launched in 2017 and ended in July of 2018:

“Comparative and Multidisciplinary Analysis of the Legal and Illegal Market and Measures to Prevent the Phenomena of Addiction to Entertainment Equipment”
In keeping with the objectives expressed by the Italian Customs Agency, the general purpose of the
project was to further enrich the information assets already available on the issues of legal gaming,
illegal gaming, and the prevention of addiction phenomena, with particular regard to gaming involving gaming machines. The research provided further insight into the impact of new responsible gaming measures on players in Italy through the analysis of the regulations, media, and best practices
of countries considered to be “virtuous” in terms of responsible gaming policies.
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COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION
INITIATIVES TARGETING CONSUMERS
HBG Gaming companies holding a licence have fulfilled, within the terms indicated, the requirements of the Balduzzi Decree, such as posting billboards, labels, and providing information to the
gaming industry on the subject of responsible gaming.

AWP Stickers and VLT Plates
Play with moderation
Warning messages that HBG Gaming has produced and distributed throughout the chain, ensuring
they are properly placed.
Phrase posted on all advertising material
“This device is certified by the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency and complies with the lawful
gaming projections and allows cash winnings directly calculated from the device in a non-predetermined manner over a total of no more than 140,000 games, so that it is not less than 68% of the
sums played on the device within the same cycle. For more information on the games, the odds of
winning, and the percentage of collections intended for prizes, please consult the materials in the
hall or visit www.adm.gov.it.”

Nation-wide Toll-Free Number for Gambling-related issues
HBG Gaming has published the nation-wide toll-free help number 800-558822 on all of its websites. Active since 2017, it guarantees support for people with gambling problems. The initiative
is part of the three-step research, training and information plan
conceived and funded by the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency and entrusted for implementation to the Italian National Health Institute’s National Centre for Addiction and Doping.
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Distribution of the mini-manual “La Dea bendata ci vede benissimo (Lady Luck Sees
Us Perfectly)”
HBG Gaming distributes to all its Business Partners a handbook entitled “La
Dea bendata ci vede benissimo” (Lady Luck Sees Us Perfectly), written by
Dr. Florinda Maione, psychologist, psychotherapist and president of SIIPaC
Lazio (The Italian Society for the Treatment of Compulsive Disorders [Società Italiana Intervento Patologie Compulsive]). The booklet aims to prevent excessive and pathological gambling by providing accurate information about the chances of winning and the risks of irresponsible behaviour.
S.I.I.Pa.C	
  Lazio	
  Onlus
Società	
  italiana	
  di	
  intervento	
  sulle	
  Patologie	
  Compulsive	
  
Prevenzione,	
  consulenza	
  e	
  tra<amento	
  delle	
  
Dipendenze	
  da	
  Comportamento	
  

“La Dea bendata ci vede benissimo” can be downloaded by HBG Gaming
Business Partners from the Partner Area of their management software.

Implementing an informational campaign on responsible
gaming
In 2018 HBG Gaming created the “Use good sense” information campaign
to disseminate information useful for preventing gambling addiction and
for promoting a responsible gaming culture, an initiative that falls within
the scope of the “Play Sensibly” project. The information page has been
published on a monthly basis in industry magazines.

Promotion of activities aimed at preventing gaming addiction on the social networks
and the Internet as a whole
In order to facilitate the continuity of the relationship and the direct dialogue with its customers,
HBG Gaming promotes the use of widely available communication tools like the Internet and social
networks, through which actions taken in the various areas of intervention are made known, and
assistance is provided to anyone in need, whether the individual himself/herself or through the support of family and friends.

hbg-gaming.it
On the corporate website, a section dedicated entirely to responsible gaming has been developed,
available to all users, with downloadable materials. In this area, users can take a brief self-evaluation
test used to identify pathological gamblers, which has been developed according to the South Oaks
Gambling Screen methodology. Although a diagnosis of this type can only be given by a licensed
psychotherapist, this test can still provide a useful indication of whether or not gambling problems
are present. The test is also offered in paper format in the Gaming Hall. Both the brochure and the
website indicate the SIIPaC toll-free number to call if the final test score reveals the need to contact
specialists for further details.
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csr.hbg-gaming.it
In 2017, HBG Gaming published a new website dedicated entirely to Corporate Social Responsibility, which indicates the Group’s initiatives for the promotion of legal and responsible gaming, with
particular regard to information, training and research.
The csr.hbg-gaming.it website represents an innovative way for HBG Gaming to communicate
and explain the commitments and activities it has undertaken to achieve the social sustainability
objectives integrated within its business objectives, while at the same time providing its internal and
external Stakeholders with information relating to the company’s awareness of critical gaming-related issues and its daily activities in favour of the community and its employees.

servizi.hbg-gaming.it
Within the portal dedicated to the operators, all the material inherent to responsible gaming and
the communication material intended for the protection of minors and the prohibition of gaming
access have been made available in downloadable format.

Social channels: Facebook LinkedIn Twitter
HBG Gaming’s CSR team regularly publishes postings on social media in order to promote the
Group’s social responsibility initiatives and to share a healthy and responsible gaming culture, all
in an effort to prevent excessive gambling, to protect minors, and to maintain a constant dialogue
with its Stakeholders.

Blog usalatesta.hbg-gaming.it
In 2016, HBG Gaming launched its “Usa la testa” (“Play Sensibly”) Blog, an interactive tool for the
entire community, a virtual forum that provides for a constant dialogue with the Stakeholders, and
is even capable of reaching out to the most difficult-to-intercept consumer segments.
In the “Useful Information” section of the Blog, contacts to identify the facilities and therapeutic
paths for problematic gamers and family members can be found.
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SECURITY OF THE PLATFORM AND THE GAMES OFFERED
HBG Gaming is aware that sustainability and competence are two aspects of a complex reality that
must evolve in parallel.
In order to guarantee safe gaming, the Group has developed tools to ensure players that the games
comply with the principles of transparency and correctness required by law, and to ensure respect
for the law in carrying out collection and financial flow management activities.
Operating as a licensee through the Group’s various companies, HBG Gaming carries out extremely
complex compliance activities: in addition to the specific obligations related to the individual products assigned to it, the Group operates in strict compliance with anti-mafia regulations and the
anti-money laundering and financial flow control procedures, and implements specific measures to
protect consumers and maintain their privacy.
In addition to the obligations imposed by law, HBG Gaming has also voluntarily adopted an Information Security Management System related to AWP and VLT gaming administrative processes and
management systems, obtaining ISO 27001:2013 Certification in 2017. This certification attests to
the high level of security of the platform and the games offered to customers, the confidentiality of
data, and an improved guarantee of the continuity of services, through the reduction of computer
risks. In this approach, HBG Gaming aimed to strengthen the relationship of trust with all Stakeholders and consumers, distinguishing itself from the reference market.
The Group even guarantees the highest levels of security for online gaming, offering its customers
the opportunity to play via the quigioco.it platform, which uses cutting-edge technologies to guarantee reliable gaming methods and to prohibit access to minors, for a responsible and well-balanced gaming style.

REMOTE GAMING PREVENTION AND LIMITATION
We are currently witnessing a growth and rapid evolution in the field of Online Gaming, and this is
due to the development of digitalisation processes, the strengthening of network connections, and
the spread of smartphones. The Italian Customs Agency and the Licensees are highly dedicated
to ensuring the legality and security of remote gaming, especially with regard to the protection of
minors, which in Italy takes place via the application of one of Europe’s most advanced regulatory
models. Consumer protection is ensured through the Register of Gaming Accounts (CRGA), the
system managed by Sogei – an IT services company owned by the Ministry of the Economy and
Finance - which records all transactions conducted on Italian gaming sites.
Through the quigioco.it portal, HBG Gaming offers access to an advanced and completely reliable
gaming platform that guarantees the highest standards of security in full compliance with the statutory and regulatory requirements of the State Monopolies. All players are required to set gaming
limits based on the monthly value of the payments that can be made to their gaming accounts
(“self-limitation”), and have the ability to block their accounts for defined periods of time, or indefinitely (“self-exclusion”).
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At the website quigioco.com, players can find all the information useful to them regarding self-limitation from gaming.
A special section of the site, “Responsible Gaming”, was also created, in which the following was
made available to the player:
• HBG Gaming’s Responsible Gaming Program, with reference to the website csr.hbg-gaming.it/
gioco-legale-responsabile and the Blog usalatesta.hbg-gaming.it
• a manual for enjoying a conscientious and responsible gaming experience,
• the “Play Sensibly” support service offered in collaboration with SIIPaC, the link to the free chat
line, and the indication of the toll-free number
• the advice to players, which consists of an invitation to consider gaming as fun entertainment,
and to pay attention to the first warning signs to be shown if the player recognises his/her at-risk
behaviours.

ASSISTANCE FOR THE PROBLEM PLAYER
Collaboration with SIIPaC
The topic of health (to be understood as the health and safety of individuals, and support for research, prevention and assistance) is one upon which HBG Gaming has progressively decided to focus
its efforts benefiting its stakeholders and the community.
HBG Gaming thus feels a strong sense of responsibility towards the consumer, and for this reasons
it doesn’t limit itself to merely working for the prevention of pathological gambling, but is also actively engaged in supporting all people who, in various forms and for different reasons, are affected
by GD and are in need of specialised support facilities.
Since 2012, the Group has chosen to collaborate with SIIPaC, the Italian Society for the Treatment of
Compulsive Disorders, as it believes that highly qualified professionals are needed in order to study,
diagnose and treat complex issues such as pathological gambling. SIIPaC is a centre specialised in
the care and rehabilitation of people with problems of psychological dependence and compulsive
disorders. Officially created in 1999, it was one of the first facilities in Italy to focus on studying and
learning more about the phenomenon of pathological gambling, in order to offer an effective intervention programme, not only to those affected, but also to family members. It currently provides an
innovative Rehabilitation Centre, both for proposed therapies and for the variety of professionals
involved: psychologists, psychotherapists, psychiatrists, accountants, lawyers, and tutors. The contribution offered by HBG Gaming has allowed the association to provide free psychological prevention and psychotherapy services.
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SIIPAC CHAT LINE
HBG Gaming has funded a free online chatline service, which can be used by people who want to
ask for help, but don’t have the courage to do it directly, and prefer to remain anonymous. The SIIPaC operators respond to their needs, provide support and understanding and, where necessary,
propose a structured programme consisting of individual and group psychotherapeutic discussions,
an array of psychodiagnostic tests, and information interventions throughout the country.
Once again thanks to the support of HBG Gaming, as of 2016 it has been possible to initiate completely free prevention and treatment services for subjects afflicted by GD. The SIIPaC Lazio Onlus
project involves participation in informative and therapeutic groups for the treatment of Pathological Gambling, and the administration of tests to pathological players before and after therapy at
the Centre in Rome.

SIIPAC LAZIO TOLL-FREE NUMBER
HBG Gaming has established a free support service, managed by
SIIPaC, which is available via the toll-free number 800 589372.
The number is disseminated online via the company’s website,
the CSR website, the Blog, and Social Media, through information
campaigns in
industry magazines, and throughout all the HBG Gaming halls and Bingo Halls. The service, with
the help of specialists, is able to provide listening, guidance and first assistance to problem players
or those affected by GD.
This project, which constitutes a voluntary initiative by HBG Gaming, arose prior to, and serves to
support, the Nation-wide Toll-Free Number for Gambling-related issues (800 558822) promoted in
2017 by the Italian Customs Agency, which is disseminated by the Company in the same manner as
the SIIPaC toll-free number.
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In addition to facilitating the resolution of problems associated with illegal gaming and the serious consequences that it can cause in terms of crime, gambling, and
loss of tax revenue, the Group’s effective partnerships
with the
State, Licensees, and Industry Associations, and its dialogue with territorial institutions, have also
allowed for great technological development in the industry, considerable GDP growth, and nationwide employment.
HBG Gaming has encouraged and enacted this collaboration, which both assumes responsibility in
the search for effective and equitable solutions aimed at guaranteeing maximum transparency and
regularity to the end user, and respects all operators in the chain and the local communities.
In order to consolidate and strengthen its relations with institutional, public, and private Stakeholders and business associations, which are strategic assets for the HBG Gaming’s continued growth
and development, in 2018 the Group established the Institutional Relations Department headed by
Emmanuele Cangianelli, which brings together all the internal institutional communication and corporate social responsibility activities.

SAFE AND LEGAL GAMING:
HBG GAMING ALIGNED WITH THE INSTITUTIONS
Among other things, the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency, absolves the function of regulating and controlling the gaming industry in Italy by establishing, validating, and constantly verifying
the obligations the industry's licensees and operators are required to meet, and by combating illegal gaming.
In addition to ensuring a flow of revenue to the tax authorities, the State’s presence in the sector of
games with cash prizes, with a specific legal reserve since 1948, is primarily aimed at ensuring legality, protecting the health of players and countering the criminal degeneration of gaming activities,
while also protecting the industry from an economic perspective. Consumer protection, the fight
against unregulated gaming, and strict compliance with the prohibition on underage gaming are
absolute priorities for HBG Gaming Group.
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COLLABORATION WITH INSTITUTIONS
FOR SUSTAINABLE GAMING
HBG Gaming Group constantly collaborates with the Ministry of Economy and Finance, with the
Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency, and with all the other institutional subjects legally responsible for ensuring security, legality and transparency in the sector games with cash prizes, while at
the same time making the gaming offering increasingly sustainable for society.
Each year, HBG Gaming carries out the activities envisaged by the ADM programmes, and, in addition to meeting its legal obligations, works to raise the quality levels of its products and services,
with the aim of improving their social sustainability. The Group has invested in the highest quality
standards in terms of safety, the protection of minors, and the fight against illegal gaming. It has
always focused upon informing and training its employees and its entire distribution network in
order to guarantee the utmost professionalism of its personnel and Business Partners. It ensures
the gaming environments’ total compliance with the quality standards required by the industry’s
regulations, not only in terms of the technical and architectural characteristics of the premises, but
also, and above all, in terms of the attention dedicated to transparency within communications concerning responsible gaming.
Quality controls and voluntary certifications are further guarantees available to customers, Business
Partners and suppliers. As far back as 2009, HBG Gaming adopted a Quality Management System
certified according to the ISO 9001 international standard, with the aim of providing high quality
standards throughout all service stages; in 2017 it obtained ISO 27001 certification, which is extremely important to the sector as it guarantees consumers the absolute highest levels of gaming
security and data protection. In 2018, HBG Gaming Group also obtained certification for its Occupational Health & Safety Management System according to the international standard BS OHSAS
18001:2007, for all the Group's Licensee companies.
Transparency, Legality and Social Responsibility are the imperatives that guide the Group’s choices. In keeping with the European Directive on the reporting of non-financial information, HBG
Gaming has published its Sustainability Report for 6 years, a document that bears witness to a
sustainable business choice pursued over time, with conviction and foresight.
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THE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
HBG Gaming collaborates with the Industry Associations (namely ASCOB and ACADI) to promote initiatives aimed at ensuring responsible gaming and upholding the principles of sustainability,
control and transparency in the industry and in the execution of studies and research, in order to
provide a reliable picture of the problematic behaviour associated with games with cash prizes and
the effectiveness of the prevention tools.
The initiatives are frequently agreed upon with the Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency within
the framework of the programmes envisaged by the license agreements.
HBG Gaming is a member of the Industry Associations, actively participating in discussion forums
and developing unified proposals and strategies to promote legal and responsible gaming. The
Members promote the dissemination of correct information on public gaming throughout Italy, and
contribute to the sector’s development, thus encouraging employment growth, even through technological innovation.

ASCOB
ASCOB (Bingo Licensees Association) defines a development strategy for the industry and expresses the general guidelines of the representation policy by way of statutory bodies. It has the task of
identifying interventions and coordinating implementation tools.
HBG Gaming is a founding member of ASCOB; the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Antonio
Porsia, is also a member of the Association’s Board of Directors; the Director of Regulatory and
Institutional Affairs, Emmanuele Cangianelli, sits in the Board of Arbitrators.
ASCOB conducts major in-depth studies on issues that are of critical importance for both operators
and institutions, promoting fact-finding surveys and implementing all the player protection measures directly in its own gaming halls.
For this reason, over three years ago it established a partnership with the “New Social Pathologies”
Research Unit at the University of Florence (active since 2013), under the coordination of Professor
Franca Tani, Professor of Developmental Psychology with the Department of Health Sciences, and
Professor Massimo Morisi, Professor of Political Science with the Department of Political and Social
Sciences. This partnership produced two research reports. The first, titled “The role of Bingo halls
in promoting responsible gaming”, was presented on 26 June 2017; the second, titled “Slot areas
in Bingo halls”, was presented in Rome during the Enada Exhibition, on 15 October 2018; both are
aimed at disseminating a culture of legal and responsible gaming throughout the associated bingo
halls.
A third research project conducted by the University of Bologna, titled “Gambling and healthy
behaviour” focused upon the biomedical and socio-structural causes that transform gaming from
a recreational activity into a form of deviant and pathological behaviour, with particular regard to
the context of Emilia Romagna, which is among Italy's foremost regions in terms of gambling collections and individual spending in games with cash prizes.
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ACADI
Since 2013, HBG Gaming has been part of ACADI (Italian Association of Public Gaming Licensees),
one of the leading Italian associations in the regulated gaming industry.
ACADI’s current members include Admiral Gaming Network Spa, Cirsa Italia Spa Gamenet Spa, HBG
Connex Spa, Lottomatica Videolot Rete Spa, NTS Network Spa and Snaitech Spa, which together
generate over 7 of the nearly € 10 billion a year in taxes on public gaming.
Since 2019 ACADI has been a member of Confcommercio-Imprese per l’Italia.

PUBLIC REVENUES € 10.2 B

28.4%

ALTRI
OPERATORI

71.6%
ACADI

Source: Acadi - 2017 data

ACADI has the goal of promoting the progress of the sector, in the general interests of all the parties concerned, and has established itself as a direct interlocutor of the Italian regulatory body (the
Italian Customs Agency) and of the Institutions. Through the transparency and responsibility of
its member Licensees, it formulates unified proposals for the development of the gaming market,
which are geared towards the protection of both the business and the consumer, in the protection
of legality, employment growth and technological innovation. It supports initiatives related to the
gaming sector, with specific reference to regulatory, technical and communication interventions.
The association is also active in the fight against pathological gambling and in promoting controlled, responsible gaming.
In 2018, two different yet equally important initiatives promoted by ACADI associates were completed: the research study titled “Comparative and multidisciplinary analysis of the regulated and unregulated markets and the measures taken to prevent the phenomena of gaming machine addiction”,
and the “First level Master’s Course in Economics and Gaming Company Management.”
The research project, which began in 2017 and concluded in July of 2018, revealed the magnitude of
the phenomenon of unregulated gaming in Italy, provided an international overview of the measures
taken to prevent gaming machine addiction, and, finally, proposed several intervention possibilities
with regard to the topics discussed, thus establishing a basis for sustainable change in the sector.
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The two-year Master’s Course was held at the University of Cassino and Southern Lazio, and was
aimed at training future managers of regulated gaming companies, even with the help of professional figures rendered available by the associates themselves, including HBG Gaming, to serve as
teachers.

Reconstruction of the “Don Giovanni Minozzi” Playground in Amatrice
Thanks to the commitment of HBG Gaming, Snaitech, Codere, Gamenet Group, Nts Network and Admiral Gaming Network, in May of 2018
ACADI donated the “Don Giovanni Minozzi” Playground, designed by
the architectural firm Francesco Andreani, to the Municipality of Amatrice.
The “Amatrice is reborn with a playground” initiative arose after the
terrible earthquake of 2016, and was aimed at providing concrete help
for the reconstruction effort through the creation of a shared space
that would lay the foundations for the community’s rebirth, namely in
the educational, social, and cultural spheres. The park offers new games and organised itineraries, and even features artistic installations
by the Pavart Gallery in Rome.
One year after its inauguration, the ACADI licensees already adhering to the initiative decided to
follow up on the project by having a photo book created by Velia Littera, the curator of the artistic
installations. The book, which covers all the phases of the Park’s reconstruction, is accompanied by
a narrative made up of eye-witness accounts and stories, and represents a major new contribution
to an area that has suffered greatly, but is striving to make a comeback. The presentation took place in the Park on 15 June 2019.

The ELITE Network
Since January of 2019, HBG Gaming has included itself among the ranks of the companies participating in the ELITE program: the international service platform born from the partnership between
the Italian Stock Exchange and Italy’s most important institutions and organisations in order to
help promising companies carry out their growth and development projects, through the sharing of
experiences, training, access to funding.
Being part of a large Network of domestic and international companies offers HBG Gaming the opportunity to share and expand its knowledge, while at the same time allowing the Group to pursue
its process of growth and internationalisation more effectively.
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HBG Gaming works
constructively with
its stakeholders, supporting
social, cultural and
human growth projects
in partnership with highly
qualified and reputable
public and private actors.
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To the benefit of the Community, in recent years the Company has supported various solidarity, scientific research and youth development initiatives,
giving continuity to the actions taken and to the chosen partners. It promotes interventions aimed at preventing disease, and providing assistance to
the sick and the poor, with the aim of meeting and sometimes even anticipating the needs of society and the local territory.
HBG Gaming has been publishing its Sustainability Report since 2013, keeping its Stakeholders upto-date on the Group’s contribution to the growth of the economic and social systems in which it
operates, the generation of shared value in terms of employment and tax revenues from regulated
gaming, initiatives in favour of the community, and its efforts in the fields of consumer protection
and the prevention of underage gaming.
The 2017 Social Report was presented in Rome, on 26 September 2018, at the Hall of the Temple of
Hadrian.

HEALTH AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
In 2018, HBG Gaming chose to focus its community interventions in a field that has come to play a
very important social role over time: that of healthcare. It has done so by supporting research, care
and prevention, with activities targeting both internal and external stakeholders:

FONDAZIONE TELETHON
HBG Gaming has been supporting the scientific research conducted
by Telethon for several years now through donations and by attending fundraising events, including the Galà Dinner held on 19 October
2018.
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On 16 December 2018, the Company participated in the 7th Edition of the “8×20 BNL per Telethon”
charity event, which was held at Rome’s “Martellini” Stadium. The event attracted approximately
2,000 participants, for a total of 147 relay teams; HBG Gaming’s contribution consisted of 3 teams
made up of its own employees.
The Telethon Foundation’s mission is to give real hope to all those fighting rare genetic diseases that
are often overlooked by large public or private investments in research. With € 451 million invested,
thanks to all the support generated throughout our society, Telethon currently funds 1600 researchers, with 475 diseases being studied through 2570 research projects.

Payroll Giving
In 2018, HBG Gaming extended its Telethon solidarity network to include all the company’s employees by introducing the Payroll Giving
initiative, which offers the company’s staff the opportunity to support
the Telethon Foundation’s researchers by making individual donations
directly through payroll.

AIL
AIL - the Italian Association against Leukaemia, Lymphoma and Myeloma - has been operating in Italy for over 40 years, funding research
through the non-profit cooperative group GIMEMA (Italian Group for
Haematological Diseases in Adults), creating patient centres and engaging in numerous other activities related to its mission.
Thanks to AIL and its volunteers, thousands of patients can benefit from modern hospital facilities,
state-of-the-art equipment, home care and AIL patient centres, where they can be accommodated
alongside their families.

Home care project
HBG Gaming has supported the AIL Home Care Project every Christmas for several years now by
purchasing Christmas gifts and greeting cards for its employees and cakes for its Customers.
Active in 51 provinces, the project consists of providing home care services, with the aim of sending multi-professional teams of doctors, nurses, psychologists, and social workers to the patients’
homes. At-home care enhances the quality of life for patients and family members, helping them
better confront the path ahead on a daily basis.
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SUSAN G. KOMEN
Race for the Cure
On 20 May 2018, HBG Gaming teamed up for the
“Race for the Cure” event, the national fund-raising
event organised by the G. Komen Foundation in the
fight against breast cancer.
Support for the initiative stems from the Group’s
willingness to be an active presence in the reference
community and to promote and support information and prevention campaigns that promote wellbeing and health at the personal and collective level.
HBG Gaming sees the promotion of women’s health as a particularly important objective, especially
considering the fact that 44% of the company’s personnel are women. Race for the Cure is the
symbolic sporting event of Susan G. Komen Italy, a non-profit organisation based on volunteering,
which, since 2000, has been active in the fight against breast cancer throughout the country.
In 2018 participation on the part of HBG Gaming employees tripled with respect to 2017, for a
total increase of 190%.
This year’s event was held on 19 May 2019, and HBG Gaming took part once again.

OPERATION SMILE ITALIA ONLUS
During the 2018 Christmas holidays, HBG Gaming sent Christmas greetings to its stakeholders by purchasing paper cards
and e-cards from Operation Smile, the international organisation made up of doctors, nurses and other volunteer health
workers, who, since 1982, have been taking care of
children and young adults born with facial deformities, such as cleft palate and cleft lip, free of
charge. The funds are used to purchase medical equipment for less developed countries, and to
train local medical personnel. Operation Smile has already performed over 240,000 free surgeries
for children and young adults born with facial deformities.
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MAKE A WISH ITALIA ONLUS
Through the purchase of “bright stars”, which were gifted to the
employees at the annual Christmas dinner, HBG Gaming contributed to the mission of Make a Wish Italia, the non-profit organisation that makes wishes come true for children
3 to 17 years of age suffering from serious diseases, in order to bring them joy, strength and hope.
With a network of over 250 active volunteers, Make-A-Wish® Italia Onlus is present throughout the
country, and receives reports from many the nation’s most prominent paediatric hospitals.

THE “TOGETHER AGAINST CANCER” FOUNDATION
HBG Gaming supports the “Together against Cancer” Foundation by participating in the fund-raising event for the promotion
of cancer prevention projects, and healthy lifestyles involving
physical activity and sports at all ages, in an effort to safeguard
the well-being of the population.
In particular, the Company offers its contribution to support the annual charity dinner, which allows
the “Together against CANCER” Foundation to promote concrete initiatives aimed at fighting cancer. HBG Gaming has been participating for three years.

DONA LA VITA CON IL CUORE ONLUS
HBG Gaming is among the supporters of the “Open Heart” event:
a charity golf tournament organised by the non-profit organisation
Dona la Vita con il Cuore.
The purpose of the event is to raise money in support of the “Sundays of the heart” project, which will allow travelling “Heart Truck”
clinics to offer specialist visits to needy or marginalised people, or
those who have no treatment possibilities. The Sundays of the Heart
are part of the medical solidarity project managed by volunteer doctors from the Gemelli Polyclinic.
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CULTURE AND SOCIAL SOLIDARITY
FIABA ONLUS
In its commitment to disseminate a culture of equal opportunity and to ensure a totally accessible environment through the elimination of all physical,
cultural, psychological and sensorial barriers, HBG Gaming has espoused the
mission of FIABA Onlus and has supported it since 2013. FIABA Onlus promotes the universal usability and design of fully accessible areas according to the
principles of Total Quality and Universal Design: the “Design for All” concept,
aimed at social inclusion and equality with respect for human diversity, which is attentive to people's needs, demands and desires.

Fiaba Day 2018
For the sixth consecutive year, HBG Gaming sponsored FIABA DAY,
which was held on 7 October in Rome’s Piazza Colonna and has
now reached its 16th edition. The 2018 awareness-raising campaign,
titled “We go above and beyond to develop the culture of quality”,
highlights the particular attention that FIABA has dedicated to promoting the establishment of a fully-inclusive society.

Easter e-cards
In 2018, HBG Gaming’s activities in support of FIABA Onlus included
a donation for the purchase of Easter e-cards.
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PARTITA MUNDIAL
HBG Gaming’s QuiGioco brand supported the sixth edition of the “Partita Mundial” dedicated to raising funds for
the prevention of violence against women. The event, which was held on 21 March 2018 at Rome’s Olympic Stadium,
included a friendly football match played between former
footballers, magistrates and celebrities, to raise awareness
of violence against women.
The evening’s collections were entirely donated to several
non-profit organisations and associations dedicated to the prevention of violence against women
in Italy.
The event was sponsored by the Ministry of Sports, Coni, Roma Capitale, The Region of Lazio, FIGC.

WINE TO LOVE
In support of the country’s cultural growth, HBG Gaming contributed to
the film titled “Wine To Love - I Colori dell'Amore”, directed by and starring
Domenico Fortunato, together with Ornella Muti.
The film is an Altre Storie Con Rai Cinema production, and premiered as a
special event at Rome's Cinema Adriano. The film was later broadcast on
the Rai1 television channel.

THE GIAMBATTISTA VICO FOUNDATION
HBG Gaming sponsors the Foundation and its cultural activities
through its donations.
The Giambattista Vico Foundation pursues educational and social solidarity goals, and carries out its activities in the fields of education,
training, and the promotion of natural, historical and artistic resources.
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LIGHTING SPONSORSHIP FOR
THE MUNICIPALITY OF CATANIA
HBG Gaming was among the City of Catania’s partner companies
for its New Year Eve’s celebration. Given the role that it plays within
the territory in which it operates, HBG Gaming wanted to help embellishing the Municipality’s urban decorations, in order to make the
Christmas season even brighter and more festive.

FOOD BANK
For the second year in a row, during the Christmas holiday season, HBG Gaming donated food items to the regional branch of
the Lazio Food Bank, which handles the collection of foodstuffs
to be redistributed free of charge to non-profit
institutions engaged in providing assistance and help to the poor and the needy.

EDUCATION AND TALENTS
HBG Gaming invests in young people through its own HR professionals, and is actively engaged in
numerous initiatives dedicated to their orientation on the Labour Market. In addition to financial
support, the company also dedicates the time and skills of its professional figures, in order to make
a valuable contribution to the growth and development of the new generations and to promote
concrete social innovation.

2018 “YOUNG GENERATION AMBASSADOR” AWARD
As testimony to this commitment, in December of 2018 HBG Gaming once
again received the “Young Generation Ambassador” award for the second
consecutive year, an award that HRC Group gives to companies that, with
a sense of social responsibility, make a significant contribution to helping
young people get started on the labour market.
The HRC Academy is an important Italian HR Business Community.
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CAREER DAY BY BRAIN AT WORK
As a partner of Brain At Work, HBG Gaming collaborates on the realisation of Career Day events dedicated to professional orientation.
As they did in previous years, the Company’s HR Specialists one
again took part in the edition held on 21 March 2018. The events are
an opportunity for young people to become
more familiar with the labour market, through introductory interviews aimed at exploring possible
career opportunities and orienting the career choices of recent graduates.

MILLENIALS ENEL DAYS
On 23 February 2018, HBG Gaming’s own HR Mentors attended the
“Millennials Enel Days”, an orientation and training day dedicated to
Millennials.

REPUBLIC OF INTERNS
In 2018, HBG Gaming joined the network of virtuous
companies comprising the “Republic of Interns”, or rather the RDS Network. As a member, the Company is
committed to offering favourable internship conditions
for all young people entering the workforce.
Internships are precious resources that allow young people to gain a foothold in the workforce,
while at the same time helping them discover themselves and their own talents. They consist of periods of on-the-job training, and opportunities to learn about job opportunities and the acquisition
of specific professional skills.
HBG Gaming believes that the creation of value for the Community also involves the protection of
the younger generations’ rights and legitimate aspirations.
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FIRST LEVEL MASTER’S IN ECONOMY
AND GAMING COMPANY MANAGEMENT
The first level Master’s Course in Economics and Gaming Company
Management held by the University of Cassino and Southern Lazio,
in collaboration with ACADI, ended in March of 2018 with the theses
dissertations. The purpose of the course was to train legal gaming
professionals as competent figures capable of responding to the
dynamism that characterises the public gaming sector in a timely
fashion.
Like the other ACADI licensees, HBG Gaming rendered several of its
professional figures available to serve as lecturers, and even hosted a course participant at its headquarters as an intern within the Disputes and Contracts division of its Legal and Corporate Affairs
department.
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The people who work for HBG Gaming are the Group's greatest strength, which, in recent years, has
been a leading company within the gaming industry. At the core of this excellence lies the work of
all its employees- it is for this reason the Company strives to preserve and develop the value and
assets of each individual. To do so, it invests resources in every aspect: training, professional growth
opportunities, career development, work-life balance initiatives, as well as programs and initiatives
for the protection of health and safety in the workplace.

HBG GAMING AND THE CREATION OF SUSTAINABLE VALUE:
THE VALUE FOR INDIVIDUALS

81%

44%

PERSONNEL
WITH FIXED TERM
CONTRACTS

38 YEARS
AVERAGE AGE
OF THE EMPLOYEES

206,000

EUROS
INVESTMENTS
IN DIGITISATION OF HR
PROCESSES

EMPLOYEES
WOMEN

4,494

HOURS OF TRAINING
PROVIDED

15,409

HOURS OF REMOTE
WORK PERFORMED BY
EMPLOYEES IN 2018
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INNOVATION AND DIGITISATION
The changes pervading our Private Companies and Public Administrations originated with the “Europe 2020” Strategy, which lays out the European Union’s growth objectives for the year 2020, and
includes the construction of a Digital Society among its policies. In order to facilitate innovation, the
European Digital Agenda was established, from which the Italian Digital Agenda is derived.
HBG Gaming wants to lead the digital transformation on the markets in which it operates, and internally promotes the three pillars of the digital transformation itself: Agility, Sustainable Innovation
and Operational Excellence, applying each of them to its own business model and to its key capabilities for transformation: its people, its governing processes, and the underlying technologies.
The European Digital Agenda identifies 8 fundamental pillars, and, of these, HBG Gaming has focused upon two specific areas of intervention:

3 – Trust and Cyber Security
Technological competence and network security are among HBG Gaming’s main assets: the Company boasts ISO 27001 certification for its Information Security Management System, thus attesting
to the high level of reliability of the service offered.
In light of the changes that will have an increasing impact upon the Public Administration, HBG
Gaming, as a State Licensee, intends to implement the requirements and the renewed methods of
exchange and control with the Public Administration in advance, because transparency and legality
are better guaranteed through the use of the new technologies.

7 – Digital Services
By investing in the integrated and digitalised management of the company, HBG Gaming is seizing
the opportunity to streamline its procedures and processes, increase its internal efficiency, and guarantee a more efficient, structured, and high-quality service.
By modernising the organisation of the work activities, the company will bring greater benefits to
its employees, improving their quality of life at the workplace through the optimisation of time and
resources, thus providing advantages to all the Group’s Stakeholders.
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DIGITAL HR: THE HBG PEOPLE PROJECT
Since the Company’s people are the main drivers of the change process, the innovation process also
governed according to a new human resources management paradigm.
The HBG People Project began in 2018, starting with the creation of an online portal dedicated to
the Company’s employees: the HR portal facilitates communications, and allows every member of
the organisation to access information from anywhere at any time in order to ensure maximum job
performance:
• Employment relationship
• Dynamic organisational chart to get to know and recognise each other
• Health Surveillance
• Training
• Evaluation and Performance Management
• Automated forms
• Ticketing system for direct HR requests via a dedicated App
• Company discounts
• Notice boards dedicated to Digital initiatives
• Press release
• Digital training
• Additional services

The project, which is supported by a vast internal communication campaign, stems from the need to improve the services available to employees and
render them more accessible and transparent, to render the processes for
which the Human Resources department is responsible faster, and to offer
the tools necessary to promote smart working, mobility, engagement and
collaboration among the company’s personnel.
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DIGITAL SKILLS AND DIGITAL MINDSET
The process of digitisation is increasing the skills needed to perform daily work activities in the best
possible manner in every sector: for HBG Gaming, starting a digital learning process and improving
the personnel’s digital mindset means becoming more agile and focusing upon operational excellence. Therefore, the training activities during the course of 2019 will also be geared towards supporting the Group’s broader Digital Transformation project, through the planning and provision of
an e-learning course dedicated to developing and strengthening digital skills. Starting with an initial
assessment of his/her own digital knowledge, skills and aptitudes, each employee will have the opportunity to take part in a personalised learning experience consisting of training pills, tutorials and
other in-depth tools.

EMPLOYMENT AND TURNOVER

754
PEOPLE

327
WOMEN

TOTAL PERSONNEL AND DIVISION BY GENDER

427
MEN

2016

2017

2018

313

332

327

men

409

429

427

TOTAL

722

761

754

women

As of 31 December 2018, HBG Gaming Group had a total of 754 workers.
81% are employed with open-ended contracts, 15% with fixed-term contracts, and the remainder
with other types of contracts.
100% of the employees are covered by collective contracts.
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Employees recruited in 2018

88

WOMEN

135
MEN

223
TOTAL

Employees terminated in 2018

101

WOMEN

142
MEN

243
TOTAL

EMPLOYEES BY CONTRACT TYPE AND GENDER
FIXED-TERM

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

Managers

0

0

0

Middle managers

0

0

0

Office employees

45

68

113

TOTAL

45

68

113

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

1

8

9

Middle managers

11

44

55

Office employees

263

286

549

TOTAL

275

338

613

			
INDEFINITE DURATION

Managers
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EMPLOYEES BY PROFESSIONAL
CLASSIFICATION AND GENDER
Total workforce as of 31/12/2018
WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

7

21

28

Employees

320

406

726

TOTAL

327

427

754

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

1

8

9

11

44

55

All other employees

308

354

662

TOTAL

320

406

726

Collaborators/Interns

Totale dipendenti al 31/12/2018

Executives
Middle Managers

			

AVERAGE AGE (MEN/WOMEN)
The HBG Gaming staff comprises a “young” team with an average age of 38 years.
STAFF BREAKDOWN BY AGE

WOMEN

MEN

MEDIA

38,23

38,12

38,16

		

AVERAGE SENIORITY (MEN/WOMEN)
BREAKDOWN BY CORPORATE SENIORITY
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WOMEN

MEN

MEDIA

7,94

6,97

7,40
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT
HBG Gaming promotes and protects the value of human resources, ensuring that the abilities and
legitimate aspirations of individuals are fully realised in accordance with the company’s goals.
• Performance Management
• Through the assessment of skills, this process provides concrete indications regarding the individual employees’ training needs for the development of specific technical and behavioural skills.
• Career management
• Career Management is an integrated set of resource management tools to optimise the reconciliation between individual preferences and resources/skills and the needs of the organisation.
• Job Rotation
• In 2018, 3 vertical job rotations and 6 horizontal job rotations were carried out within the Group,
which resulted in greater flexibility of roles, and allowed for an exchange of know-how, specialisation and knowledge sharing.

RECRUITMENT AND ON BOARDING
The recruitment process at HBG Gaming guarantees equal opportunities for all candidates. The
transition phase between University and the labour market is a delicate time for young people, and
for this reason, in 2018, HBG Gaming consolidated its partnerships with Companies and Universities
involved in the training and professional guidance of the new generations (including the HR Community Academy, Brain at Work, the RDS Network), in order to carry out various activities dedicated
to young people:
• Participation in Talent Days and Career Days, where young graduates and undergraduates can
apply for jobs and internship opportunities, highlighting their skills and aspirations
• Provision of Classroom Training at the University of Cassino and Southern Lazio, during the University Master’s Course in “Economics and Gaming Company Management”, where several HBG
Gaming professionals contributed, as lecturers, to the training of future gaming industry experts
• Membership in the network of virtuous companies comprising the Republic of Interns (the RDS
Network), in order to facilitate the entry of young people into the workforce.
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As a member of this network, HBG Gaming is committed to being transparent and to offering favourable internship conditions for all young people entering the workforce.
In 2018, the Company obtained the “OK Stage” stamp from the Republic of Interns, which is awarded to member companies who went on to hire at least 30% of their interns the previous year. HBG
Gaming also draws no distinction between curricular internships (carried out during a university/
Master’s course) and extracurricular internships (unrelated to educational programs), and offers a
cost reimbursement of €800 for both types.
Once the selection phase has been completed, the new recruits’ development pathway begins with
an Induction and Onboarding process, which allows them to learn about the organisational structure, the standards of conduct, the activities and the products offered, as well as to obtain the professional tools necessary to bring out their individual potential.
310 hours of Induction/On the Job training were provided in 2018.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND FOSTERING DIVERSITY
HBG Gaming offers all employees equal opportunities in the workplace without discrimination. The
selection, recruitment, remuneration and management of career development for each employee
takes place solely on the basis of merit and skill, without discrimination and regardless of race, political and religious beliefs, national origin, gender, sexual preference, civil status, and disabilities, in
accordance with the laws, employment contracts, regulations and directives in force.

SMART WORKING
In order to guarantee equal work opportunities for all employees and promote a good balance
between their professional and private lives, in 2018 HBG Gaming facilitated the employees’ use of
flexible forms of work, and intends to complete the process of managing the organisational changes in 2019 with the introduction of Smart Working as a widespread working method among all the
office staff.
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TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
In 2018 major investments were made to promote a sense of belonging and team spirit among HBG
Gaming’s employees.

BASKETBALL TEAM BUILDING
The aim of the Basketball Team Building
project was to encourage and develop
team work by adopting the basketball metaphor: being able to quickly change patterns, learning to play both offence and
defence. The day of sports and sharing
was held at the Stella Azzurra Basketball
sports club, where HBG Gaming’s staff
experienced the importance of being a
“Team” on the court, and of encouraging,
integration, communication and flexibility
as key factors in determining the success
of a team, both within their own groups and at the workplace. The initiative was divided into 10 sessions held from October 2018 to January 2019, with a “Special Edition” dedicated to HBG Gaming
People Management. The managerial team was coached by Germano D’Arcangeli, Stella Azzurra’s
Head Coach with an exceptional testimonial: Valerio Bianchini - coach of the Italian National team
in the 1980s and first coach in Italy to win three championships with 3 different clubs - who spoke
about how a winning Management Team requires teamwork, a sense of belonging, and sharing!
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HBG GAMING'S MASTER GAMING CERTIFICATE
HBG Gaming’s first “Master Gaming Certificate” programme, a three-year master’s course centred
around the gaming market and aimed at enhancing the network’s technical and relational skills and
developing teamwork, concluded during 2018.
The program for 2018 took place from May to October, and consisted of:
• a 2 day Seminar on Priority Management
• a 2 day “Games Workshop” to provide a better understanding of how games are created and how
they’re built: the features of a fun and exciting game, the techniques for building games, simulations, war games, the machines, the software
• City training at Ceasar’s Palace in Las Vegas: an experiential training programme dedicated to
discovering the new gaming machines and the logic of American Casinos
• Individual coaching

OTHER INITIATIVES
• Technical and specialised training activities, promoted through participation in conferences, seminars and inter-company courses.
• Training activities and dissemination of regulatory topics, through the ad hoc planning of three
e-learning courses on Anti-Money Laundering Culture and the introduction of the GDPR, already
provided in 2018, and on the Administrative Responsibility of Legal Entities - 231/01, which will be
provided during 2019.
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TOTAL TRAINING HOURS AS OF 31/12/2018

822

HALL

1,968

TOTAL HOURS

4,494

2,390

TOTAL HOURS

1,146

2,526

REGISTERED
OFFICE

REGISTERED
OFFICE

TOTAL HOURS

136

transverse

HALL

technical

HALL TRAINING HOURS AS OF 31/12/2018

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

Executives

0

0

0

Middle Managers

9

278

287

Office Workers

295

376

671

TOTAL

304

654

958

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

18

159

177

Middle Managers

105

376

481

Office Workers

1,311

1,567

2,878

1,434

2,102

3,536

OFFICE TRAINING HOURS AS OF 31/12/2018

Executives

TOTAL

TRAINING HOURS BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GENDER FROM 1 JANUARY THROUGH
31 DECEMBER 2018
Men
hours

Total
Hours
male
per capita
employees
men

Women
hours

Total
Hours
female
per capita
employees
women

Total
hours

Total
employees

Hours
per capita

Executives

159

8

20

18

1

18

177

9

20

Managers

654

44

15

114

11

10

768

55

14

Professional
areas

1,943

354

5

1,606

308

5

3,549

662

5

TOTAL

2,756

406

7

1,738

320

5

4,494

726

6
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HEALTH AND SAFETY OF EMPLOYEES
HBG Gaming is Italy's first Bingo Hall Licensee to have obtained certification
for its Occupational Health & Safety Management System according to the
international standard BS OHSAS 18001:2007, a goal made possible thanks
to the awareness-raising and engagement work carried out in relation to
all the staff and the company’s management on Occupational Health and
Safety issues.
• In 2018, in addition to the review of the DUVRI documents*, numerous other prevention-related
activities were also completed:
• Implementation of a software application dedicated to the management of Safety Training and
Health Surveillance compliance, which ensures the availability of all the documentation required
by Italian Legislative Decree no. 81/08 in digital format and in real time for all employees.
• Environmental monitoring in all the Group's halls for chemical and biological agents.
• The updating of the emergency team employees at the Bingo Halls
• The introduction of a management and delivery procedure for P.P.E. (personal protective equipment) used to protect the workers who carry out certain tasks
• The upgrading of health surveillance and staff training
* (unified document for the assessment of interferential risks, a work tool for the implementation of the safety strategy among
different organisations simultaneously present at the workplace)

In 2018, the Company completed 100% of the Health Surveillance activities for all companies
belonging to HBG Gaming Group.
A total of 13 injuries occurred during the course of the year: 6 at the workplace and 7 during work
activities. No fatal accidents or cases of occupational disease were recorded.

Health and safety training as of 31/12/2018

244

1,968

34

347

HOURS OF TRAINING
REGISTERED OFFICE

HOURS OF TRAINING
HALLS

OFFICE EMPLOYEES
TRAINED

HALL EMPLOYEES
TRAINED
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Corporate Welfare
In order to better address and manage the aspects relating to its employees’ well-being, HBG Gaming has developed a comprehensive welfare policy. The use of flexible forms of work, including
telecommuting, increased in 2018, encouraging a better balance in the employees’ professional and
private lives, and a set of activities and projects were carried out in order to protect the personnel’s
health, while continuously improve their working methods.

Prevention day
At HBG Gaming, the issue of employee
health receives a great deal of attention:
on 16 and 17 April 2019, Thyroid Health
Prevention Day was held for all the men
and women at the company’s headquarters, in collaboration with Associazione
Butterfly, the non-profit organisation, headed by Dr. Paola Grilli, which deals with the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of thyroid diseases and
other related diseases.
Through this initiative, in which 79% of the company’s employees participated, the company offered
the possibility of obtaining an ultrasound thyroid screening directly at the workplace, and entirely
free of charge.
The Prevention Day initiative arose from the desire
to contribute to the health and well-being of individuals with concrete projects, and was supported
by awareness-raising campaigns regarding the importance of undergoing periodic checks. In keeping
with this objective, in 2018 HBG Gaming organised
the Pink Day initiative, during which female employees over the age of 40 underwent a specialist
visit within a Mobile Mammography Unit provided
by the Gemelli General Hospital.
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“Pink Day”
Thanks to the company's collaboration with the
Susan G. Komen Foundation and the specialised
medical staff of the A. Gemelli University Polyclinic Foundation, in 2018 HBG Gaming has given its
employees the opportunity to undergo a specialist
visit free of charge during their working hours within a Mobile Breast Cancer Prevention unit located
directly at the workplace.
Over 60% of the female employees over the age of
40 participated in the initiative.
For HBG Gaming, the Pink Day initiative represents
an important way to improve the health and wellbeing of its employees, by raising awareness of the issue of prevention and drawing attention to the
importance of undergoing periodic checks.

Kids Day
This day, which is dedicated to the
employees’ children, has now become a fixture for all the headquarters’
staff, and has been a great success for
HBG Gaming, a company made up of
many young professionals who are also
mothers and fathers.
The initiative arose with the aim of bringing the employees’ work and family lives together, as a fun and entertaining
way to bring their children to the workplace and let them discover first hand
the place where their parents go when they’re not with them.
For the 2018 edition, the third in which HBG Gaming has participated, educational workshops,
broken down into age groups, were designed and created for the specific purpose of teaching
children 3 to 12 years of age about the environment, nutrition, and art. The numerous recreational
activities transformed the offices into a child-friendly environment, which over 60 young guests
filled with their joy, cheerfulness, and a contagious enthusiasm.
The family day initiative was held once again in 2019, this time with the theme of “Save our land”:
through dedicated workshops, the children were invited to discover the main characteristics of the
4 natural elements (water, fire, earth, and air), and took part in creative and educational activities
dedicated to respecting and protecting the environment. The choice of the theme was linked to the
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Group’s broader strategy of improving its environmental impact, with a project begun in 2019 that
redefined its internal policies on plastic consumption and waste management.
HBG Gaming’s goal is to encourage the recycling of eco-sustainable materials and, above all, to
increase the environmental awareness of the all the company’s staff. For children, exploring nature
is a fun way to learn about small daily habits that can help improve the planet’s health, and can be
shared and replicated at home with parents and family members.

GAMING CUP
In 2018, the HBG Gaming team participated in the seventh edition of the “Memorial M. Armellini”
Gaming Cup, the 8-a-side football tournament reserved for gaming company representatives.
At HBG Gaming, the Gaming Cup has become a fixed event that's very much anticipated by all the
employees; a company welfare activity that, in recent years, has produced excellent results in terms
of team building, as it has helped strengthen the bonds between colleagues.
The football team can be seen as a metaphor for the Company's work environment: HBG Gaming's
success is owed to teamwork, a delicate and complex objective, where everyone shares in the goals
to be attained, is aware of their role, knows with whom to communicate and to whom the result of
their work is relayed.

In 2019, a team of men and women from HBG Gaming took part in the Gaming Cup’s Padel tournament, an amateur tournament promoted by MSP Italia dedicated to companies operating in the
sector.
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HBG GAMING AND THE CREATION OF SUSTAINABLE VALUE:
THE VALUE FOR THE NETWORK

4,3

4,4

QUALITÀ DEL SERVIZIO

QUALITÀ DEL SERVIZIO

VOTO MEDIO
GESTORI NEGOZI DI GIOCO
SU UNA SCALA
DA 1 A 5

VOTO MEDIO
GESTORI AWP
SU UNA SCALA
DA 1 A 5

437

GESTORI DI SALA
FORMATI
DA HBG GAMING
NEL 2018

Through its subsidiary HBG Connex SpA, HBG Gaming Group handles the operational management
of the public telematics networks for controlling the gaming offering, and coordinates the entire
process, from the issuance of the permits to the installation and monitoring of AWP and VLT equipment.
Attention to the quality of service and the context of rules and regulations relating to business
regularity and transparency, as well as a continuous commitment to the diffusion of a legal and responsible gaming culture, distinguish HBG Gaming’s relationship with its business partners.
In 2017 the Company HBG Connex Spa obtained ISO 27001:2013 Certification: by adopting a formal Information Security Management System linked to the AWP and VLT gaming systems’ administrative and management processes, the Company aimed to strengthen its relationships with its
Business Partners, based on trust, fairness and respect for the law, thus distinguishing itself on its
target market.

THE AWP NETWORK
The retailers and managers are respectively the owners of the authorised public establishments and
the AWP machines.
In 2018, the network consisted of 7,405 establishments.
HBG Gaming continually performs a series of controls on operators to detect any non-conformities
and, in particular, to verify the presence of informational material. The retailer receives regulatory
training on the proper use of AWPs by the manager, while HBG Gaming provides information material, responsible game documentation, and placards highlighting the prohibition on underage gaming. It also provides online training tools and customer service.
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HBG Gaming strives for the loyalty of managers through continuous listening and constant operational support. The annual satisfaction of managers is monitored through a customer satisfaction
survey.

VLT OPERATORS
Operators are the owners of public establishments dedicated to VLT devices.
HBG Gaming has 4,798 Video Lottery installation permits, which are distributed in 442 VLT halls, as
well as in the Bingo Halls that it manages directly.
As a licensee, HBG Gaming is responsible for installing the terminals and providing support and
updating services for its operators. Audits are also carried out in order to and verify compliance
with the regulations and the protection of the Players. Operators are provided with the necessary
training and all gaming material, including responsible gaming billboards and placards highlighting
the prohibition on underage gaming.
In addition to dedicated assistance and traditional tools, HBG Gaming is also capable of offering its
Business Partners innovative and highly technological products and services.

QuiGioco Point

VLT Manager System

HBG Gaming has enriched its range of servi-

This is the online solution dedicated to the hall

ces at the QuiGioco points of sale by rendering

manager’s day-to-day operations.

available a platform for the sale of prepaid recharges. In addition to gaming products, the

HBG You Desk

QuiGioco points of sale are able to offer their
customers a wide range of rechargeable pro-

HBG YouDesk is the new web platform offe-

ducts, including national and international mo-

red by HBG Gaming to its Business Partners in

bile phone recharges, Pay-TV recharges, and

order to have immediate control of their busi-

online purchase Vouchers.

ness, and is also available on smartphones and
tablets.

HBG Desk
QuiGioco Shop

HBG Desk is the solution that HBG Gaming offers to its Business Partners in order to opera-

The HBG QuiGioco Shop is the web platform

te online and manage all operations related to

where HBG Gaming's Business Partners can

their New Slot and Video Lottery equipment.

activate electronic payment services to be de-

In addition to the web portal, HBG Desk is also

livered to the point of sale.

available in a version designed for smartphones and tablets.
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HBG GAMING AND NETWORK TRAINING
HBG Gaming continuously carries out training activities dedicated to the network.
The training is intended for the gaming hall managers (GHMs), and is provided by Specialists; it
includes training on Responsible Gaming (compliance with the prohibition on underage gambling
and the Balduzzi Decree, even with regard to the signage to be posted), and provides regulatory
and technical support.
Every new hall belonging to the HBG Gaming circuit receives ad hoc training: 44 new managers
were trained in 2018. The training for the GHMs is accompanied by training support for existing
GHMs. The number of Specialist visits for on-site support in 2018 amounted to a total of 437.
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HBG GAMING AND THE CREATION OF SUSTAINABLE VALUE:
THE VALUE FOR SUPPLIERS

932

SUPPLIERS

97%

29

MILLION EUROS
APPROXIMATE
PURCHASES OF
HBG GAMING GROUP

DOMESTIC

100%

SUPPLIERS EVALUATED ON
THEIR PROPER
FULFILMENT OF THEIR TAX
OBLIGATIONS AND THEIR
REGULATORY OBLIGATIONS
CONCERNING HEALTH
AND SAFETY

According to the HBG Gaming Code of Ethics, the supply of goods and services must be guided by
internal business procedures based on criteria for quality, cost and impartiality, as well as fairness
and objectivity in the evaluation of the performance provided, so that supplier relations are conducted with the utmost integrity and mutual trust.
The level of HBG Gaming's service is directly influenced by the quality of external supplies, their
cost and supply times. For this reason, the company focuses great attention on compliance with
service standards and regulatory requirements as well as expectations of its stakeholders, while
maintaining constant and direct communication with its Suppliers.

TRANSPARENCY IN SUPPLIER RELATIONS
HBG Gaming manages fairly and transparently all stages of the purchasing process, and has established a dedicated office, the AFAG (Suppliers and General Acquisitions Administrative Office [l’Ufficio Amministrazione Fornitori ed Acquisti Generali]), with the aim of ensuring supply and control
processes for purchased goods and services that are in line with the principles stated and observed
by the Group:
HBG Gaming requires its suppliers to comply with the Corporate Code of Ethics, which is brought
to their attention at the time of request for accreditation through the Suppliers Portal.
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There were 932 suppliers managed by HBG GAMING in 2018, 97% of which were
domestic.
2018 PRODUCT CATEGORY

NO. SUPPLIERS

EXPENDITURE
(€/MILLIONS)

Suppliers of goods

279

13,888,149.25

52.8%

Providers of services and maintenance

274

11,137,534.71

42.3%

70

1,179,422.12

4.5%

Other Expenses1

309

97,102.29

0.4%

TOTAL

932

26,302,208.37

100%

Professional Consultancies

% EXPENDITURE

					
2018 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

NO. SUPPLIERS

Northern Italy

263

Central Italy

339

Southern Italy

305

Abroad

25

TOTAL

932

SELECTION AND EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR SUPPLIERS
At HBG Gaming, the Suppliers’ Register has been rendered active and accessible to all subjects who
wish to register as a supplier and apply for accreditation.
The register was created to facilitate the knowledge of new suppliers and strengthen relationships
with those already working with the company. The Suppliers’ Register, automating the selection, accreditation and negotiation process, tracks the process and ensures maximum transparency throughout the purchasing process, optimising times and providing the tools needed to manage relationships throughout the contract duration.
Through the HBG Gaming portal, the following documents are available:
• HBG Gaming Code of Ethics (Mandatory Acceptance)
• Organisation, Management and Control Models (pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree no.
231/01) - (Mandatory acceptance)
• Privacy Policy - (Mandatory acceptance)
• Health and Safety Policy - (Mandatory acceptance)
• Disclosure regarding Specific Risks present at the Workplace (pursuant to Article 26 TU 81/08)
- (Mandatory acceptance)
• Information Security Policy - (Mandatory acceptance)
• User’s Manual
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In turn, HBG Gaming providers must submit the necessary documentation through the portal to
verify the general and specific prerequisites for the reference product type required for qualification
purposes.
The AFAG’s preliminary assessment is intended to verify the existence of the essential prerequisites,
including compliance with health and safety regulations and the proper fulfilment of obligations
towards employees.
For accredited suppliers, the final evaluation, or rather the quality control of the services actually
provided, is carried out: HBG Gaming assesses the services provided by assigning the supplier a
score with respect to predefined objectives and parameters. The evaluation of Suppliers is based on
compliance with contract and order provisions and on tracking deviations between agreed services,
the Service Level Agreements (SLAs,) and service levels effectively disbursed. These assessments
may change the suppliers’ status and, in extreme cases, lead to exclusion from the list.
The monitoring of SLAs and the assessment of particular elements, such as compliance with delivery times and specifications, as well as the correctness of technical and administrative documents,
allow for overall supplier analysis and calculation of a comprehensive Vendor Rating Index (VR) and
partial indexes related to essential categories (Punctuality, Availability, Flexibility).
This procedure provides full and consistent performance monitoring as well as continuous improvement opportunity.

STRATEGIC SUPPLIERS
Strategic vendors are providers of goods and services that are closely related to the core business.
The efficiency of strategic partners is crucial to ensuring the optimal level of service offered, and
the competitiveness of these suppliers depends on the quality of entertainment of the gaming end
consumer.
The evaluation of strategic suppliers is also carried out with a Verification Audit at the partners’
operational centres.
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HBG GAMING AND THE CREATION OF SUSTAINABLE VALUE:
THE VALUE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

APPROXIMATELY

APPROXIMATELY

25,000*

RECYCLABLE GLASSES, WHICH
WILL REPLACE THE GLASSES
MADE OF PLASTIC
*CONSUMPTION BY
THE GLASS 2018
(OFFICE)

25,000

*

WATER BOTTLES WITH
SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
(50% R-PET), WHICH WILL
REPLACE THE BOTTLES
MADE OF PLASTIC
*2018 CONSUMPTION
(OFFICE)

3,907
Kg

OIL DISPOSED OF AT
THE BINGO HALLS
DESTINED FOR RECOVERY
AND CONVERSION
INTO AN ENERGY
RESOURCE

HBG Gaming operates within the conviction that the environment is a heritage to be safeguarded
for the interest of all, and although it acts within a sector of low environmental criticality, it is inspired by the principles of eco-sustainability and reduction of direct and indirect environmental
impacts attributable to their business.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AT HBG GAMING
HBG Gaming is committed, with all those who work within the Company and with whom it shares
relationships, to spreading awareness that it is necessary to protect the natural environment for
the benefit of future generations, through the rational use of energy and the use of recovery and
resource-saving strategies.
In 2018, HBG Gaming carried out a major awareness-raising and engagement campaign for the head
office employees, where the staff were invited to implement the correct disposal of waste materials
more rigorously, and to reduce paper, ink and toner waste, also providing technical tips on print
production, in collaboration with the IT office.
In 2019 a number of activities aimed at increasing the employees’ environmental awareness and minimising the company’s environmental impact were launched via the “Green Mood” project. These
activities were accompanied by a review of the Procedure and the Form for evaluating the cleaning
services at the company’s headquarters and in the gaming halls, in the part dedicated to waste management, and by an update of the Internal Code of Conduct on sorted waste collection.
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HBG Gaming’s “Green Mood” Project is inspired by the Resolution of the European Parliament
(approved on March 27 2019) concerning the reduction of the impact of plastic on the environment through the abolition of several types of disposable products and the demand for new manufacturing requirements for other commonly used items, such as PET bottles, and even involves
increased accountability and awareness among the company’s employees, the selection of suppliers based on environmental and social sustainability criteria, and the company’s adherence to
a welfare initiative.

HBG Gaming #GreenMood Project
• “GreenMood” awareness raising campaign: the delivery of a cup made of 100% eco-friendly bamboo to all staff, along with an informative brochure on eco-sustainable behaviour
• The introduction of a new hot water dispenser that allows for refills to be provided in the cup received, in order to reduce the consumption of plastic cups (in 2018, 25,000 plastic cups were used
at the HBG Gaming offices)
• The inclusion of new water bottles1 with highly sustainable packaging in the vending machines
• The replacement of plastic cups with paper cups that can be recycled through sorted waste collection

Sorted waste collection:
• The positioning of new recycling containers within the coffee break areas
• Each office has been equipped with special recycling baskets for plastic materials
• The creation of toner and paper collection points in the printing areas on each floor of the office
building

Selection of sustainable suppliers:
HBG Gaming has decided to begin using Alpi Wami mineral water because of its highly sustainable
packaging (50% R-PET), and the fact that the manufacturer plants trees in order to reduce the environmental impact of the bottles. Furthermore, by choosing Wami water, HBG Gaming has adhered
to the “Water with a mission” project: with each bottle of water purchased, a contribution is made
to water projects in African villages that do not have access to potable water.
Although Wami water costs more than the water previously utilised, the cost to employees will remain unchanged as HBG Gaming has agreed to absorb the additional costs.

1 WAMI WATER
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HBG GAMING
PER L’AMBIENTE
Aiutaci a rispettare l’ambiente
con comportamenti responsabili

Caro collega,
HBG Gaming è lieta di regalarti la tazza in
bambù, materiale ecosostenibile al 100%.
Anche se agiamo all’interno di un settore
a bassa criticità ambientale, lavoriamo
nella convinzione che l’ecosistema sia un
patrimonio da salvaguardare nell’interesse di
tutti. Per questo motivo abbiamo deciso di
migliorare alcuni aspetti legati all’ambiente
all’interno della sede.

HBG GAMING
Via Cesare Pascarella 7
00153 Roma
T +39 06 585 001
F +39 06 585 004 00
info@hbg-gaming.it
www.hbg-gaming.it
csr.hbg-gaming.it

PROGETTO HBG GAMING
GREEN MOOD

SCELTA DI FORNITORI
SOSTENIBILI

Abbiamo provveduto all’inserimento di
un nuovo distributore di acqua calda
consentendo il refill attraverso un proprio
contenitore al fine di diminuire i consumi
dei bicchieri di plastica. Usa la tazza che
ti abbiamo regalato: renderà la tua pausa
piacevole e “sostenibile”.

*ACQUA WAMI

Abbiamo introdotto nel distributore nuove
bottiglie di acqua* provviste di un packaging
altamente riciclabile.
Abbiamo sostituito i bicchieri di plastica
con nuovi bicchieri fatti con un materiale
maggiormente riciclabile attraverso la raccolta
differenziata.

RACCOLTA
DIFFERENZIATA

HBG Gaming ha scelto di introdurre l’acqua
oligominerale Wami, perché dispone di
packaging altamente sostenibili (50% di
R-PET) e si impegna a piantare alberi per
ridurre l’impatto ambientale delle bottiglie.
Inoltre, scegliendo l’acqua Wami, HBG Gaming
ha aderito al progetto “Water with a mission”:
con l’acquisto di ogni bottiglia d’acqua
ciascuno di noi contribuisce alla realizzazione
di progetti idrici nei villaggi africani che non
hanno accesso all’acqua potabile.
L’acqua Wami ha un prezzo di listino superiore
rispetto all’acqua precedentemente adottata,
ma il prezzo per i dipendenti rimarrà invariato
perché sarà HBG Gaming a farsi carico dei
costi aggiuntivi.
Nb. Al fine di usufruire del prezzo riservato
ai dipendenti, vi invitiamo ad utilizzare
la chiavetta. Ricordiamo che la chiavetta
può essere richiesta alla collega che cura
“Gestione Trasferte e Benefit”.

Per agevolare e consentire una corretta
raccolta differenziata abbiamo posizionato,
all’interno delle aree coffee break, dei nuovi
contenitori adibiti a questo scopo.
Ogni ufficio è stato dotato di appositi cestini
dedicati alla raccolta della plastica, per questo
motivo abbiamo ridotto il numero dei cestini
dedicati all’indifferenziata.
Per maggiori informazioni:

Ti ricordiamo che nei bagni, invece, l’utilizzo
dei cestini è riservato esclusivamente alla
carta.
Abbiamo posizionato ad ogni piano della
sede, presso le aree stampa, appositi punti di
raccolta di toner e carta.

www.wa-mi.org
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Energy savings
HBG Gaming limits resource waste at the head office and in the Bingo Halls, where
efficient and low-impact technologies have been adopted, both for heating and for
the heat sources used in the kitchens.

Energy Consumption
The consumption values include the Head Office and 18 Bingo Halls (1 hall acquired
in May of 2017). The data regarding the Massaua Hall in Turin are estimated2.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY

Unit of measure

2017

2018

kWh

GJ

kWh

GJ

11,620,133

41,832.48

12,060,005

43,416.02

Materials
Bingo halls with internal food service management have reduced the use of plastic
kitchenware, with an aim of greater environmental sustainability. During the catering
service offered at Bingo hall tables, dishes are served on ceramic plates, using glass
cups and steel cutlery, with exclusively ecological paper products being utilised.
Used cooking oils are allocated to specialised companies, which in turn ensure that
they are properly disposed of and/or recycled.

CO2 Emissions
The Group has undertaken the process of reporting on the environmental impacts
resulting from its activities. HBG Gaming produced 4,197 tonnes of CO2 equivalent
during 2018. It should also be noted that the CO2 equivalent emissions associated
with air travel were calculated for 2018 alone, and that, for next year, HBG Gaming
has set itself the goal of reporting the emissions resulting from travel by train.
For further details, please refer to the Annex to the Sustainability Report.

2 For the Massaua Bingo Hall in Turin, the values are estimated based on rooms of similar sizes in terms of square metres of
surface area.
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Mobility
HBG Gaming is committed to adopting and implementing measures to reduce the environmental
impact of company vehicles: the car park consists of low-emission CO2 models, including a hybrid
motor car. In 2018, both the average consumption and emissions decreased.
g/km | Average CO2 emissions per year
115

113.83

113
111
108.37

109

106.16

107
105

2015

2016

2017

105.21
2018

Emissions Range
A

< 100 g/km

B

101-120 g/km

C

121-140 g/km

D

141-165 g/km

E

151-185 g/km

F

186-225 g/km
> 226 g/km

G
L/100 Km | Average consumption per year
5.60
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5.20
5.00
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4.80
4.60
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4.40

4.19
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Other eco-sustainable activities
Other HBG Gaming activities are linked to noise reduction in Bingo halls, which are progressively
monitored according to an assessment plan affecting all rooms.
The World Health Organisation recommends compliance with the exposure thresholds, which are
set at 65 decibels during the day and 55 decibels during the night. Noise pollution has negative effects on human health and quality of life, and represents one of the most serious (and undervalued)
environmental problems, due to its high and widespread impact on the population. HBG Gaming
conducted checks of the sound sources’ acoustic requirements from 2011 to 2019. The survey was
carried out upon 17 halls, with the Napoli Fiorentini hall being excluded, since its location does not
require an acoustic measurement to be conducted.
The outcome for all the halls was positive, and all the sites were found to be perfectly in line with
the levels required by the current noise regulations.
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For HBG Gaming, the 2018 Sustainability Report represents the primary tool
for programming, reporting and communicating values, strategies and results in terms of corporate social responsibility and sustainability.
It has now reached its 6th edition.
The document is drawn up on an annual basis and contains data and information relating to the year
ending 31 December 2018, as well as some data and values whose date of revision, which does not
go beyond 31 May 2019, is indicated directly in the text.
The scope of the Sustainability Report’s reporting is the same as that of HBG Gaming Group’s11
Consolidated Financial Statements as of 31 December 2018.
They include New Slots, Video Lottery, Bingo, Online Games and Physical Bets.
The aspects relevant to HBG Gaming Group (hereinafter also referred to as the “Group”) and its
stakeholders were defined based on a materiality analysis, which is described in the section of this
document titled “The Materiality Matrix”.
The data and document collecting process is coordinated and managed by the CSR Function; all
Business Units and Departments were involved and data was verified by function managers.
The economic, financial and governance data are taken directly from the Consolidated Financial
Statements, which have been audited by external and independent auditors. Environmental and
staff data and data related to other relevant topics have been collected with the responsible functions.
The figures for the 2017 financial year are reported for comparative purposes in order to facilitate
the evaluation of the business trend - in some significant cases the trend was presented over several
years, even using graphs and tables.
The use of estimates has been limited as much as possible, and those utilised are based on the best
methods available and are appropriately indicated.
The market data and the information utilised refer to: ACADI – PUBLIC GAMING REPORT: MARKET
AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT; UPB - TAXATION IN THE GAMING SECTOR - THEMATIC
FOCUS NO.6/2018 - 2017 BLUE BOOK OF THE ITALIAN CUSTOMS AND MONOPOLIES AGENCY, THE PUBLIC GAMING WHITE PAPER PUBLISHED BY ACADI, ONLINE GAMES OBSERVATORY,
PROTECTIONS AND TOOLS FOR INCREASINGLY SUSTAINABLE GAMING.
As indicated in the various tables, some of the data have been processed internally.

1 HBG Gaming Srl (parent company), HBG Connex SpA, HBG Entertainment Srl, Napoli Bingo Srl, HBG Active Srl, HBG Online
Gaming Srl, HBG Latam Sas, HBG Pay Srl, HBG Immobiliare Srl, Innovalia Srl, Cloudcoding Srl, G&G Srl and Bingo Vip Srl.
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This Sustainability Report was prepared according to the “GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards”
issued in 2016 by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), in accordance with the “Core” option.
The 2018 Sustainability Report is to be considered compliant with the aforementioned guidelines
if considered as a whole, or rather including the Annex to the 2018 Sustainability Report attached
hereto or available in the “OUR REPORTS” section on the csr.hbg-gaming.it website.
The GRI Content Index is included at the end of the document in order to provide complete evidence of the coverage of the GRI indicators associated with the issues arising as material.
Finally, it should be noted that the information and data regarding the study on the economic impact of HBG Gaming’s business and the relative externalities in terms of employment, GDP and social security contributions, as presented in the section titled “ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT ON
THE COMMUNITY”, as well as the information and data regarding the social return on HBG Gaming’s
investments in digitisation, shown in the section titled “THE IMPACTS OF HBG GAMING GROUP’S
ACTIVITIES ON THE DIGITISATION PROCESS - THE CALCULATION OF THE SROI”, are not attributable to specific indicators of the GRI Standards.
For details on the calculation methodology used for both, please refer to the sections indicated
above.
The 2018 Sustainability Report has been subjected to a voluntary “limited assurance engagement” review, in accordance with the criteria indicated by the “ISAE 3000 Revised” standard,
by Deloitte & Touche Spa, which was carried out according to the procedures indicated in the
independent auditing firm’s report included in this document.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX
GRI CONTENT INDEX
GRI INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

PAGE
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURE
ORGANISATION PROFILE

102-1

Name of the organisation

Colophon

102-2

Main brands, products and services

p. 66

102-3

Headquarters

Colophon

102-4

Number of countries in which the or- p. 73; p. 79; p. 84;
ganisation carries out its operations p. 89.
and countries in which the organisation has activities or in which the
activity carried out has a specific relevance to the elements of sustainability dealt with in the relative Social
Report

102-5

Nature of ownership and legal form

p. 12

102-6

Markets served

p. 13

102-7

Size of the organisation

p. 9

102-8

Number of employees by contract Annex to the 2018
and gender
Sustainability
Report

102-9

Description of the organisation’s 159-160
supply chain

102-10

Significant changes during the re- 171-172
porting period relating to the supply
chain or the size and structure of the
organisation

102-11

Method of applying the precautio- The indicator is
nary principle or approach
not applicable
based on the business carried out
by the Company.

102-12

Adoption of codes of conduct, prin- p. 20
ciples or charters developed by external bodies/associations relating
to economic, social and environmental performance

102-13

Membership in national or interna- p. 123-125
tional associations for the promotion of sustainability
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STRATEGY

102-14

Declaration by the top manager who p. 4-5
leads the organisation
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

102-16

Valori, princìpi, standard e regole di p. 21-22
comportamento adottate dall’organizzazione
GOVERNANCE

102-18

Struttura di governo dell’organizza- p. 16
zione
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

102-40

List of stakeholders engaged by the p. 97
organisation

102-41

Percentage of total employees cove- p. 142
red by collective bargaining

102-42

Principles for identifying the sta- p. 97
keholders to be engaged

102-43

The organisation's approach to the p. 99
concept of Stakeholder engagement, including the frequency of engagement by Stakeholder type and
group, and the indication of the engagement activity and interaction in
the reporting process

102-44

Relevant issues raised through the p. 97-99
engagement of the Stakeholders
and how the organisation responded, including the drafting of the report. List of the groups of Stakeholders that raised the issues subject to
analysis
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REPORTING PRACTICES

102-45

Entities included in the organisa- p. 171-172
tion’s financial statements or equivalent documents

102-46

Process for defining the scope and p. 171-172
limitations of reporting

102-47

Material aspects identified in the p. 98
analysis process for defining the
scope of reporting

102-48

Changes to information included in p. 171-172
previous reports and the reasons for
these changes

102-49

Significant changes to the objective p. 171-172
and limitations with respect to the
previous reporting period

102-50

Reporting period

p. 171-172

102-51

Date of the most recent report

p. 171-172

102-52

Reporting cycle

p. 171-172

102-53

Contacts and addresses useful for p. 171-172
requesting information about the
Social Report

102-54

Specify the option for compliance p. 171-172
with the GRI Standards selected by
the organisation

102-55

GRI Content Index

p. 173

102-56

External assurance for the report

p. 183-185
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
CATEGORY: ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 181-182
and relative limitations

103-2

General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

p. 44

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 44

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

201-1

Valore economico direttamente
generato e distribuito

p. 45-46

PROCUREMENT PRACTICES
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 158-161;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 158-161
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 158-161

PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

204-1

Proporzione di spesa concentrate p. 159-160
sui fornitori locali
ANTI-CORRUPTION

MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 20-21; p. 181-182
and relative limitations

103-2

General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

p. 20-21

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 21
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ANTI-CORRUPTION

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption During the reporand actions taken
ting period there
were no incidents
of corruption.

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL
MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 163; p. 166;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

p. 163; p. 166;

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 163; p. 166;

Materials used by weight or volume

Annex to the 2018 The company intends
to provide a detailed
Sustainability
report on this indicaReport
tor over the next two
years.

MATERIALS

301-1

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 163; p. 166;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 163; p. 166;
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 163; p. 166;

Energy consumption within the
organisation

p. 166; Annex to
the 2018 Sustainability Report

ENERGY

302-1
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EMISSIONS
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 163; p. 166;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 163; p. 166;
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 163; p. 166;

305-1

Direct emissions (Scope 1)

Annex to the 2018 For the year in progress it was decided
Sustainability
to report the inforReport
mation regarding refrigerant gas consumption.

305-2

Indirect emissions (Scope 2)

Annex to the 2018
Sustainability
Report

305-3

Other indirect emissions (Scope 3)

Annex to the 2018 For the year in progress it was decided
Sustainability
to report the inforReport
mation regarding air
travel. The company
intends to report the
information
regarding train travel over
the next two years.

EMISSIONS

DISCHARGES AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 163-164;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 163-164;
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 163-164;

DISCHARGES AND WASTE

306-2

Total weight of waste by type and
disposal method
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Annex to the 2018
Sustainability
Report
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF SUPPLIERS
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 158-161;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 158-161; p. 164
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 158-161

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF SUPPLIERS

308-1

New suppliers
screened using environmental
criteria

No
assessment
policies have been
formalised based
on environmental
criteria

CATEGORY: SOCIAL
EMPLOYMENT
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 138-146;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 138-146;
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 138-146;

New hires and staff turnover

p. 143; Annex to
the 2018 Sustainability Report

EMPLOYMENT

401-1
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WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 150; p. 181-182
and relative limitations

103-2

p. 150
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 150

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY

403-2

Percentage of workplace acciden- p. 150; Annex to
ts and injuries, illness, days of work the 2018 Sustainalost, absenteeism and total number bility Report
of deaths, divided by geographical
area and gender

TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 147-149;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

General information on the mana- p. 147-149
gement approach and relative characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management ap- p. 147-149
proach

TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION

404-1

Average hours of training per year Annex to the 2018
per employee, broken down by gen- Sustainability
Report
der and category
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The monitoring and
data collection systems in place at the
company last year
did not allow for the
full disclosure of the
indicator.
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DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 146; p. 181-182
and relative limitations
Code of Ethics

103-2

p. 146
General information on the
management approach and relative Code of Ethics
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 146
Code of Ethics

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

405-1

Diversity of governing bodies
and employees

Annex to the 2018
Sustainability
Report

SOCIAL ASSESSMENT OF SUPPLIERS
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 158-161;
and relative limitations
p. 181-182

103-2

p. 158-161; p. 164
General information on the
management approach and relative
characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 158-161

ASSESSMENT OF SUPPLIERS BASED ON SOCIAL ISSUES

414-1

New suppliers screened using social Assessment policriteria
cies based on social criteria have
not been formalised
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CUSTOMER PRIVACY
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 181-182
and relative limitations
ISO 27001:2013
Certification

103-2

p. 28; p. 114; p.
General information on the
management approach and relative 140; p. 155
ISO 27001:2013
characteristics
Certification

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

p. 28; p. 114; p.
140; p. 155
ISO 27001:2013
Certification

CUSTOMER PRIVACY

418-1

Complaints concerning breach of During the reporprivacy and loss of customer data.
ting period there
were no incidents involving breaches of privacy
and loss of customer data.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMPLIANCE

MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1

Explanation of the material aspects p. 21; p. 181-182
and relative limitations

103-2

General information on the mana- p. 21
gement approach and relative characteristics

103-3

Evaluation of the management ap- p. 21
proach

SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMPLIANCE

419-1

Value of the fines and number of
sanctions for violations of laws and
regulations in the economic and social sphere
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Explanatory
notes: Significant
events that occurred during the
financial year.
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HBG GAMING
CROSS REFERENCE TABLE OF THE MATERIAL TOPICS AND
THE ASPECTS OF THE GRI STANDARDS
MATERIAL TOPICS
IDENTIFIED BY
HBG GAMING

AREA

SPECIFIC GRI
REFERENCE
STANDARD

SCOPE
OF IMPACT

TYPE
OF IMPACT

Responsible gaming
and protection of
minors

**

HBG Group
Consumers

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

Compliance with the
applicable
regulations

Socio-economic
compliance

HBG Group
Consumers

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

Workplace health
and safety

Workplace health
and safety

HBG Group
Consumers

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

Relationship with
information
bodies

**

HBG Group
Press and media

Training and education

HBG Group

**

HBG Group
The community

Staff
development

Social

Social responsibility
initiatives

Presence in industry
associations

**

Stakeholder
engagement

Management
of environmental
impacts

HBG Group
Industry
associations
Regulators
and Institutions

**

Environmental

Materials Energy
Emissions Discharges
and waste
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Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes
Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes
Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes
Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

HBG Group
HBG Gaming’s
stakeholders

Caused by the Group
and directly linked via a
business relationship
To which the Group
contributes

HBG Group
HBG Gaming’s
stakeholders

Caused by the Group
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MATERIAL TOPICS
IDENTIFIED BY
HBG GAMING

AREA

Creation of economic
and financial value

SPECIFIC GRI
REFERENCE
STANDARD

Economic Performance

Relationship with
the chain

Procurement practices

Taxation contribution

**

Service quality

**

Transparency and
business integrity

Corporate
governance

SCOPE
OF IMPACT

HBG Group Shareholders Banks
The community

HBG Group
Gaming
chain
Our partners

TYPE
OF IMPACT

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes
Caused by the Group
Caused by the Group
and directly linked via a
business relationship
To which the Group
contributes

HBG Group
Regulators and
Institutions

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

HBG Group
Consumers

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

Customer Privacy

HBG Group
Regulators and
Institutions
Consumers

Causato dal Gruppo
A cui il Gruppo
contribuisce

Diversity
and equal opportunity

HBG Group

Caused by the Group

**

HBG Group
Regulators and
Institutions

Caused by the Group
To which the Group
contributes

Business
Dialogue with
control
bodies

Digitisation

HBG Group
Gaming chain
Our partners

**

HBG Group
Gaming
chain
Our partners
Consumers

Innovation

**

Suppliers
(transparency/
selection criteria)

Procurement practices.
Environmental
assessment of suppliers.
Social assessment of
suppliers
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HBG Group
Gaming chain
Our partners

Caused by the Group
Caused by the Group
and directly linked via
a business relationship
To which the Group
contributes

Caused by the Group
Caused by the Group
and directly linked via
a business relationship
To which the Group
contributes

Caused by the Group
Caused by the Group
and directly linked via
a business relationship
To which the Group
contributes

LETTER
OF ASSURANCE
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There have been many new developments in the sixth edition of HBG Gaming’s Sustainability Report:
• the further analysis of the positive impacts that the company’s activities have had on the community, and the calculation of the SROI, highlighting the social benefits resulting from HBG Gaming Group’s digitisation process;
• the centrality of the innovation processes, with HBG Gaming playing a
key digital transformation role on the market in which it operates;
• the definition of a clear Sustainability Strategy that increasingly combines economic aspects with social and environmental aspects.

With the training, information and research activities, Responsible Gaming naturally continues to
play a central role in the corporate strategy.
I would once again like to thank all those who have made the results achieved possible, who have
shared in the sustainability process, who have taken part in the numerous initiatives launched, and
who have worked together to prepare this volume.

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO
Board Member and General Manager

Questo Report di Sostenibilità è stato realizzato con la collaborazione di:
Claudio Altobelli

General Counsel

Maria Micaela Altomano

Staff Administration and Labour Disputes Manager

Alberta Angioni

Quality and Safety Procedures

Diego Bagnato

Business Developer

Aniello Buonocore

Sportsbook & Business Operations Manager

Antonia Buscemi

Head of Human Resources

Isabella Capone

Customer Administration and Credit Check Manager

Marco Capponi

Supplier Contracts Administration

Carlo Casalone

Business Analyst

Alessandra Casini

General Bingo Accounting Manager

Giorgio Catani

Strategic Planning and Management Control Manager

Barbara Colucci

Risks and Management Systems Director

Manuela Cossidente

Quality and Safety Manager

Elena Damiani

Transfers and Benefits Management

Daniela De Notaris

Food & Beverage Service Manager

Cosma Damiano De Rosa Bingo & Entertainment Business Unit Director
Rossella Di Pierri

Staff Training

Tiziana D'Urso

General Gaming Machines Accounting Manager
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Giuseppe Filomena

Customer Administration and Credit Check Manager

Francesca Gargaro

Staff Recruitment

Michele Graiff

Betting and On Line Gaming Business Unit Director

Massimiliano Graziani

Plant Maintenance Manager

Giuseppe Gullo

Accounting and Balance Sheet Manager

Carlo Labate

Information Systems and Technologies Director

Elena Lazzari

Senior Specialist Privacy

Antonella Maida

Betting & Online Customer Service Manager

Gabriele Monaco

Gaming Operations and Business Processes Manager

Fabio Moretti

Controller

Giada Patarini

BtoB Customer Service Manager

Gianfranco Persia

Payroll Manager

Gianluca Peruzzini

General Services Manager

Fabrizio Piccini

Marketing Manager

Marco Picucci

Technical Department and Plant Maintenance Manager

Maria Cristina Piegari

Collections Manager

Alfonso Riccardi

Head of Supplier Administration and General Acquisitions

Giovanni Rizzi

Sales Manager

Giovanna Ruccia

Staff Administration

Claudia Ruggeri

Staff Recruitment Manager

Giuseppe Seccia

Sales Director

Giovanni Tiscione

Administration, Finance and Control Director

Riccardo Venittelli

Research and Development Manager

Giacomo Ventolone

Business Analyst

Valentina Visconti

Project Manager & HRIS Coordinator

The 2018 Sustainability Report was prepared by the Corporate Social Responsibility Department, in
collaboration with all of HBG Gaming Group’s Organisational Units:
• Alessandra De Angelis Senior Corporate Social Responsibility Specialist
• Alessandro Crocetta Corporate Social Responsibility Junior
• Management Emmanuele Cangianelli Director of Institutional Relations
The 2018 Sustainability Report was created with the support of EIDOS CONSULTING Srl:
• Franco Bompani
• Loredana Conti
Graphic design by RED POINT Srl.

This Report was printed in the month of June 2019 at
TIPOGRAFIA OSTIENSE Srl no. 106 Via Pellegrino Matteucci, Rome, Italy
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Contacts
HBG GAMING

contatti:
contatti:

Registered office: no. 7 Via Cesare Pascarella
00153 Rome, Italy
Tel. (+39) 06.585001
HBG GAMING
HBG GAMING
Fax via
(+39)
06.58500400
Sede legale
Sede: legale
Cesare
: via Cesare
Pascarella,
Pascarella,
7
7
00153 ROMA
00153
ROMA
www.hbg-gaming.it
info@hbg-gaming.it
Tel. (+39)
Tel.06.585001
(+39) 06.585001
Fax (+39)
Fax06.58500400
(+39) 06.58500400
www.hbg-gaming.it
www.hbg-gaming.it
info@hbg-gaming.it
info@hbg-gaming.it

For information regarding this document:
csr@hbg-gaming.it

Per informazioni
Per informazioni
relative relative
al presente
al presente
documento:
documento:

csr@hbg-gaming.it
csr@hbg-gaming.it

www.hbg-gaming.it
www.hbg-gaming.it
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WE TAKE CARE
OF YOUR
ENTERTAINMENT

HBG GAMING
No. 7 Via Cesare Pascarella,
00153 Rome, Italy
T +39 06.585001
F +39 06.58500400
info@hbg-gaming.it
www.hbg-gaming.it
csr.hbg-gaming.it

We Take Care of Your Entertainment

